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 When choosing a gift, the gift-giver has three distinct but interdependent goals: 

 the item must 1) satisfy the recipient 2) be self-reflective for the gift-giver, and 3) 

indicate the nature of the relationship between the giver and the recipient. However, these 

goals are often mutually exclusive, making it infeasible for the giver to meet both his/her 

own and the recipient’s needs with his/her gift choices. In both essays we look at how the 

important moderator of social closeness between the giver and recipient influences 

givers’ prioritization of these goals.   

 In Essay 1, we constrain givers to choose from a gift registry and posit that 

purchasing an identity-incongruent product can threaten an individual’s identity, 

particularly when purchasing for a close (vs. distant) friend who is an integral part of the 

self.  Five experiments in the context of gift registry show that givers choosing identity-

incongruent gifts for a close (vs. distant) friend experience an identity threat and seek to 
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re-establish their shaken identities by endorsing the threatened identity and choosing 

identity-expressive products in subsequent decisions.  

 In Essay 2 we loosen the constraints of the gift choice and allow givers to choose 

or reject the gift registry. Our main hypothesis is that when choosing for a close (vs. 

distant) friend, the giver will discount the recipient’s explicit preferences in favor of a gift 

that signals the giver’s identity or the relationship between them. However, prior research 

indicates that close friends choose inaccurately for one another as they conflate their own 

preferences with those of the recipients’. Thus we suggest that since givers are more 

likely to make a free choice (vs. registry choice) for a close (vs. distant) friend, they face 

an increased likelihood of choosing a less desirable gift for their close friends.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

“The greatest gift is a portion of thyself.” 

   -Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 

The act of selecting an object to present as a gift is a unique and important aspect of 

consumer behavior as well as a major driver of the economy; in the U.S., consumers 

spend $512 billion annually on gifts which account for more than 4% of the average 

household budget (Davis 1972). The universal dilemma faced by each gift giver when 

selecting a gift is that s/he must “attempt to infer the recipient's tastes, needs, desires, and 

reactions”, and also convey information about the giver and the giver-recipient 

relationship” (Belk 1976). Indeed, while the presentation of an appropriate, desirable gift 

fortifies a relationship, the wrong one can undermine the relationship and embarrass the 

buyer (Sherry 1983, Sherry, McGrath and Levy 1993). 

When choosing a gift, the gift-giver has three distinct but interdependent goals:  the 

item must 1) satisfy the recipient 2) be self-reflective for the gift-giver, and 3) indicate 

the nature of the relationship between the giver and the recipient (Belk 1976; Otnes 1993; 

Prendergast and Stole 2001). However, these goals are often mutually exclusive, making 

it infeasible for the giver to meet both his/her own and the recipient’s needs with his/her 

gift choices. In order to make a gift choice,  the giver may prioritize these goals based on 

his/her gifting strategy to choose either an item that best matches the explicit desires of 

the recipient or a gift that satisfies the latter two, self and relationship-expressive goals.   
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The task of choosing a gift is made more difficult by the asymmetry of available 

information that exists between giver and recipient: a recipient has more knowledge 

about his/her own preferences than the giver has. Further, research on gifting indicates 

that despite their motivation to choose a desirable gift in order to maintain important 

relationships, givers often mis-predict or ignore recipients’ preferences and choose 

undesirable gifts that disappoint the intended recipient and erode the relationship 

(Waldfogel 1993; Teigen 2005).  

At first blush, a gift registry may appear to be the panacea to givers’ dual dilemmas of 

wanting to choose a well liked gift but having limited access to the recipients’ 

preferences; a gift registry improves the accuracy of choices by providing the giver with 

complete information about what the recipient needs, wants and deems appropriate for 

the gifting occasion. However, while a registry provides full information, it also inhibits 

to giver from expressing his/her own identity or the relational intimacy with the recipient 

in the gift choice. Thus, choosing a gift from the registry may result in a well-received 

gift at the cost of the giver’s personal expression.  

The context of gift registries is both theoretically relevant and practically important. 

Gift registries are proliferating across new retail domains (e.g. Home Depot, REI)   and 

consumers are using them as a decision aid in choosing gifts for an increasing number of 

gifting occasions (e.g. anniversaries, graduation, birthdays). We contribute to the extant 

literature on gifting by introducing the context of a gift registry and by deconstructing the  

giver’s dilemma of whether to choose an accurate gift with low personal costs (e.g. 

learning costs, search costs) or one that is riskier for  the relationship and has higher 

personal costs, but may result in greater personal rewards.  
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In two essays that follow, we explore gift-givers’ objectives for themselves, the 

recipient, and the relationship between them when choosing a gift. In both essays, we 

look at the important moderator of social closeness between giver and recipient in how 

gift givers make their choices. We show that givers choose differently for an individual 

who is an important part of the giver’s own identity and as such, an individual with 

whom the giver wants to please with the choice of a desirable and expressive gift.  

Further, choosing for a close (vs. distant) recipient has important implications for the 

giver’s own perceptions of identity and subsequent product choices.   

In our first essay, “It’s Not You, It’s Me” (pp 5 – 47), we examine how givers 

manage their goal to please the recipient (goal 1) and their goal to choose something self-

reflective (goal 2). In the studies we present, givers are constrained to choose from the 

registry and as such, are forced to face a scenario in which they must choose an item that 

is contrary to their own identity. This essay explores the idea that the purchase of a gift 

can be an identity threat, as gifts are self-reflective but often not things we would choose 

ourselves. We find that when the giver is faced with choosing an identity threatening gift 

for a close (friend) the giver is inclined to re-establish his/her identity in a subsequent 

behavior or choice.  

  In the second essay, “Ask and You Shall (Not) Receive,” (pp 48 – 95), we take a 

broader view of the circumstances in which givers are willing (or resistant) to constrain 

their choice of a gift in favor of the recipient’s preferences. In this essay, we consider 

how givers manage their goals of choosing a gift that is pleasing to the recipient (goal 1) 

versus one that expresses their own identity (goal 2) or the relational intimacy with the 

recipient (goal 3). We explore how social closeness between giver and recipient 
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influences a giver’s decision to choose a gift from a registry versus a personally chosen 

gift that achieves goals of self-expression or relational signaling. Despite givers’ salient 

objective of pleasing the recipient, we find that oftentimes givers reject the registry to 

achieve goals 2 and 3 resulting in the choice of a less desirable gift for the very people 

they want to please: their close friends.  
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SECTION I: IT’S NOT ME IT’S YOU: THE 
DOWNSTREAM EFFECTS OF IDENTITY THREAT IN 

THE CONTEXT OF GIFT GIVING 

 

Introduction 

 

The issue of identity threat has not been a major focus of consumer behavior literature.  

Extant constructs describe a consistent, monolithic self which influences and defines a 

consumer's choices (Birdwell 1968; Levy 1959). More recently, identity threat research 

has shown that when an individual feels unable to or constrained in accurately expressing 

the self, s/he will subsequently choose highly symbolic items in an effort to re-assert 

his/her challenged self-concept (Gao, Wheeler, and Shiv 2009). However, inverse effects 

have not been explored in depth. Specifically, can purchases that do not reaffirm one’s 

personal identity actually threaten the self-concept and what are the resultant outcomes?   

 Whereas personal identities refer to properties of the individual such as 

charismatic or introvert, group identities refer to the groups that individuals belong to 

such as German, Democrat, or family member (Swann 1982). Although both personal 

and group identities are integral aspects of the larger self-system, most people draw a 

sharp distinction between the two.  In the studies described in this research, we focus on 

individuals’ social identities, however, we would not predict different results for personal 

identities.  Prior literature in both areas shows that people generally make choices that 

maintain these self-views and avoid behaviors that contradict or threaten their self-

concepts. In this research we consider an occasion that may necessitate an individual 
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make a choice or perform a task that is contrary to his/her identity: gift giving. When 

choosing a gift, givers are sometimes faced with making a purchase that is inconsistent 

with his/her own identity but fulfills the needs and desires of the intended recipient.   

Contribution 
 We contribute to the identity threat literature in several ways. First, we show 

evidence that the purchase of an identity-incongruent gift can threaten an individual’s 

identity giving rise to identity-verifying behavior.  Secondly, we identify the important 

moderating role of social closeness in an identity threat resulting from a gift purchase. 

Specifically, we show that choosing an identity-inconsistent gift for an individual who is 

an integral part of self poses more of an identity threat than purchasing the same 

inconsistent product for a recipient who does not play a large role in the self. In response 

to this identity threat, we propose that the gift-giver will be more inclined to reassert 

his/her identity and choose an identity-expressive (vs. non-expressive) product in a 

subsequent choice.    

 We consider the gift registry context for our inquiry as it presents a circumstance 

in which the purchaser (i.e. the gift giver) may choose an item that is not reflective of 

his/her identity in order to honor the recipient’s explicit preferences. The results of four 

studies support our theses and shed insight on how consumer purchases for others may 

impact givers’ identities and subsequent purchases. 
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I.1 Literature Review 

Identity Threat 
 One of psychology’s seminal assumptions is that people perceive themselves as 

having a stable sense of self (James 1890) which they have the need to express to others 

(Swann and Read 1981). An individual’s identity is comprised of multiple “socially 

constructed and socially meaningful categories that are accepted by individuals as 

descriptive of themselves” and which they actively seek to confirm with their behavior 

(Ashmore et. al 2004).  A discrepancy between behavior and the individual’s beliefs 

about his/her identity activates cognitive dissonance; the greater the discrepancy between 

the two, the higher the magnitude of cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1957). Festinger 

(1957) theorized that persons are motivated by the unpleasant state of dissonance to 

engage in “psychological work” so as to reduce the inconsistency. One of the initial 

theories touching upon this concept, the self-consistency interpretation of dissonance, 

assumes that situations evoking dissonance do so because they create inconsistency and 

conflict between one’s self-concept and behavior (Aronson 1968).   

 While people try to avoid acting in ways that are incongruent with their self-

views, there are occasions in life when a person's actions necessarily contradict these 

views. When one’s self-views are momentarily shaken, his/her metacognitions signal that 

something is wrong (Gao et al. 2009) and an identity threat results. Since individuals 

desire to maintain a stable sense of self, s/he will subsequently be strongly motivated to 

restore the shaken self-view (Gao et al. 2009).  
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 The symbolic meaning conveyed via products provides one mechanism for self-

expression (Belk 1988; Levy 1959; Solomon 1983; Berger and Heath 2007). 

Accordingly, consumption of these products conveys specific identity-relevant messages 

to others (Escalas and Bettman 2005; Kleine, Kleine, and Allen 1995) and to oneself 

(Bem 1972, Solomon 1983), and serves as a means of maintaining one’s identity. When 

consumers feel threatened, they often feel comforted by consuming highly symbolic 

products to re-assert their shaken selves. For instance, consumption-oriented Terror 

Management Theory research posits that material objects assuage existential anxiety by 

serving as status symbols that help bolster a consumer’s sense of self-esteem (Arndt et al. 

2004; Mandel and Heine 1999). Similarly, research indicates that people may feel more 

inclined towards materialistic purchases when they face uncertainties in modern life 

(Chang and Arkin 2002).  

 Notably, Gao et al. (2009) look at how a ‘shaken’ identity later influences 

people’s propensity to choose highly symbolic products.  Participants were first asked to 

write three important personal characteristics (e.g. intelligence, health-consciousness) 

with either their dominant or non-domiant hands. Interestingly, the act of writing about a 

particular self-view with the non-dominant hand can subtly shake people’s self-view 

confidence (Brinol and Petty 2003). After performing this task, participants were faced 

with a purportedly unrelated choice of an identity-relevant symbolic product (vs. a 

control product) that would allow them to bolster their shaken self-views. The authors 

found that those who had written with their non-dominant hand were more likely to 

choose the symbolic product.  In short, when a self-view is threatened, the individual has 
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a strong desire to recover it and may purchase a product or enact a self-verifying behavior 

in order to accomplish the goal of re-asserting his/her identity.   

 The aforementioned identity research indicates that consumers seek to choose 

products that support their identities. We add to this literature by showing how choosing 

an identity-incongruent product inversely affects identity.  In particular, we extend the 

identity-threat research into a consumer context and focus on a situation in which 

individuals may make product choices that run counter to their own identities, thereby 

creating an identity threat: the gift-giving context. 

Gift Purchases: Self vs. Other 
Consumer spending on gifts for family and friends accounts for approximately 10 

percent of the total retail market in the United States, amounting to $300 Bn spent 

annually (Unity 2007). Besides its obvious economic significance, gift giving is 

instrumental in maintaining social ties and serves as a means of symbolic communication 

in relationships (Belk 1979; Caplow 1982). According to Schwarz (1967), gifts develop 

and maintain identity. Gifts become “containers for the being of the donor who gives a 

portion of that being to the recipient” (Sherry 1983).  Since the gift imposes an identity 

on both the giver and the receiver, the acceptance of a gift is consent by both people that 

the identity imposed is accepted (Schwarz 1967).    

 The choice of the right gift is more complex than choosing something for oneself 

because of the tension inherent in selecting a product that is appropriate for the recipient 

while still reflective of the giver’s own identity and the relationship between the 

individuals. However, the literature has shown that a giver’s identity often exerts a 
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dominant force, whether explicitly or implicitly, in their gift purchases. Aron et al. (1991) 

found that when making the choice of an item for a close other, individuals often mix 

elaborate knowledge of the other with information about the self, thus conflating the 

recipient’s preferences with the giver’s own tastes. These mis-predictions often lead 

givers to choose gifts that are not liked or well-received by the recipient (Teigen, Olsen, 

and Solas 2005).  

 Gift recipients are increasingly turning to gift registries to explicitly declare their 

product preferences, thereby increasing the probability of receiving desired gifts. 

Compiled by the recipient, gift registries formally catalog an assortment of products that 

s/he desires for an upcoming event or holiday (e.g. wedding, baby shower or birthday) 

available for purchase at a specific retailer. Indeed, the growth of registries as a gift 

giving aid makes this topic both theoretically relevant and practically important. 

Annually in the U.S., a staggering $19 Bn of gifts are registered for and more than $5 Bn 

are purchased (Mintel 2008).   

 Registries provide perfect information about a recipient’s preferences and 

expectations for an occasion. Ideally, a giver choosing from a gift registry could make a 

choice that is mutually satisfactory to him/her and to the gift recipient. However, for a 

myriad of reasons (e.g. purchasing after the preferred gifts already have been chosen by 

other givers, having different tastes than the recipient, being constrained to less preferred 

gifts because the more preferred gifts are outside of the giver’s price range), the giver is 

often obliged to purchase something incongruous with his/her own identity when 

choosing from a proscribed list of gifts.   
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 Gift choices reflect the perceptions of giver regarding the identity of both 

him/herself and the recipient (Sherry 1983). Indeed, the giver’s self-identity may be 

confirmed by presenting it to others in the objectified form of a gift, or by conspicuous 

presentation of gifts (Sherry 1983). Given the important role that gifts have in expressing 

the giver’s self-concept to the recipient, we contend that the purchase of an identity 

incongruent gift may threaten the giver’s identity and that this will be especially true 

when the giver and recipient have a close relationship. Maslow (1967) took it for granted 

that "beloved people can be incorporated into the self" (p. 103). The related notion of 

"possessing" the other (you are mine; I am yours) has been part of classical discussions of 

love (Berl, 1924; Freud, 1921/1951) for more than a century.  

 Research corroborates the idea that close relationships are especially likely to 

influence one’s notions of self and resulting behavior. The principle is that in a close 

relationship, the person acts as if some or all aspects of the close other are partially the 

person's own. Further, Aron and Aron (1986) emphasized that in close relationships the 

individual may perceive the self as including resources, perspectives, and characteristics 

of the other. Further, Aron et al. (1992) suggest that almost everyone includes particular 

close relationships in the self and shows that these close relationships influence many 

cognitive processes. For instance, individuals who include a close-relationship partner in 

the self are less likely to differentiate between the self and the other in allocating 

resources, tend to vicariously share the other’s characteristics, and tend to think about the 

other as much as they think about the self (Aron et al. 1991).  
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 However, an individual in a close relationship is not unaware of the discrepancies 

between him/herself and the close other. In fact, these differences may be more salient 

than with other individuals because to the extent the close other is highly salient, his/her 

characteristics are especially available for social comparison (Aron et al. 1991). 

Therefore, one would expect self/other differences in the context of a close relationships 

to operate like a contradictions in one's own behaviors and characteristics. That  is, the 

dissimilarity between self and a close friend's attitudes is considered dissonant in the 

same way that holding opposite attitudes within oneself is considered dissonant and 

further, the degree of dissonance is likely to be a function of the closeness of the 

relationship (Aron et al 1991). From the perspective of self-verification theory (Swann, 

1983) posits that people want others to see them as they see themselves and, when 

presented with feedback that challenges their self-views, they respond by re-asserting 

their self-concept, especially in the context of close relationships (Cast and Burke 2002).  

 In sum, relationships define and influence individuals’ behavior. While people are 

naturally inclined to be attuned to the needs and desires of those around them, they are 

especially sensitive to those with whom they have close relationships, as these 

relationships are integrated into self and, as such, are particularly important in defining 

one’s self-concept. Further, individuals are motivated to present themselves accurately to 

close others and feel threatened when they engage in incongruous behaviors, such as 

presenting a gift that is not self-reflective.  
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I.2 Hypotheses 
 

 Our main thesis centers on the idea that the social closeness between the giver and 

recipient influences the extent to which the giver feels the need to self verify after 

choosing an identity-threatening gift. We posit that choosing an identity-inconsistent gift 

for a close friend would be more of an identity threat than purchasing the same 

inconsistent item for a recipient who does not play a large role in the self. This is because 

people often conflate their own identity with that of a close recipient resulting in 

individuals ignoring the differences between themselves and close others and assuming 

themselves to be more similar to one another than they actually are (Gershoff and Johar 

2006; Aron et al 1991).  Thus, by choosing an identity-incongruent gift for a close (vs. 

distant) friend, the giver is self-imposing an identity-threat as s/he is thrust into position 

of offering a false self to both him/herself and an important other whom s/he perceives as 

similar to him/herself. Givers faced with such a scenario are likely to feel a strong threat 

to their identity. In response to the threat, we predict that the giver will subsequently want 

to re-affirm his/her identity with an identity-verifying behavior or choice.  Conversely, 

when the giver purchases an identity-consistent gift, we would not predict an identity 

threat nor a difference in the giver’s propensity to purchase an identity-expressive 

product in a subsequent choice.   

Our formal hypotheses are: 

H1: Purchasing an identity incongruent (vs. congruent) gift for a close (vs. 

distant) friend will: 
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 H1a: lead to greater felt identity threat 

 H1b: subsequently lead to greater identity verification behavior 

 H1c: lead to greater likelihood of choosing an identity verifying 

product in a subsequent choice.   

Description of Studies 
 Below, we outline five studies that support this perspective. In Study 1, we find 

evidence to support H1a, that givers do indeed feel an identity threat after choosing an 

identity inconsistent gift. Further, we show that these results are particularly strong when 

the recipient is a close (vs. distant friend). In Studies 2A and 2B, the data reveal that 

choosing a threatening gift for a close (vs. distant friend) necessitates that the individual 

subsequently self verify in order to restore his/her identity (H1a and H1b). Further, in 

study 2C, we replicate these findings and see evidence that once people’s need to verify 

has been satiated, they will not feel as driven to express their identity in future decisions 

(H2).  Finally, in Study 3 we replicate the effects from study 2B with different identity 

and product categories and find that the self-verification effects still hold when the 

products are less symbolic (H1b).  
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I.3 Study 1 
 In the first study, we show evidence that givers do feel a threat to their identity 

when they choose an identity incongruent gift. The stereotype threat literature has 

established that individuals unconsciously put greater physical distance between 

themselves and persons who threaten the in group (Goff, Steele and Davies 2008). Study 

1 tests whether givers respond similarly to a gift that threatens their identity. Specifically, 

we examine whether choosing an identity incongruent gift for close (vs. distant) friend 

will cause the giver to feel threatened and subsequently physically distance him/herself 

from the identity incongruent item.  

METHOD 

Experimental Design: 
 In a 2 (Product Identity Congruence: Verifying vs. Threatening product) x 2 

(Social Closeness: Close vs. Distant) experimental design, 50 participants chose a 

threatening (vs. verifying) gift for a close (vs. distant) friend from a gift registry. We 

manipulated the social closeness of the giver to the recipient by instructing participants 

to, “Imagine your close friend (vs. distant acquaintance) is about to have a birthday.”  

Participants then were provided certain information about the recipient, including his/her 

hobbies, personal tastes and school allegiance in order to align the scenario with a real 

gifting situation in which the giver would know some information about the person for 

whom s/he was buying the gift. Social identity theory (Tajfel and Turner 1986) contends 

that individuals who are members of a group incorporate that group into their 

understanding of who they are. In identity-verifying scenarios, participants were told 

explicitly that the recipient attends the participant’s school and is actively involved with 
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and displays items from the school around his/her room. Conversely, in threatening 

scenarios, the friend attends a nearby rival school but behaves identically. After reading 

about the recipient, participants are asked to record a friend’s initials who fit the 

description of the recipient to increase the realism of the choice. 

 After reading about the recipient, participants were faced with making the choice 

of one mug from a set of five mugs for the friend. In all of the conditions, participants 

were told the recipient had created a gift registry and that the mug the friend has chosen 

for his/her registry was starred. Specifically, in the identity-threatening condition the 

recipient attends UT, and the registry gift is from Texas A&M, the rival university. 

Conversely, in verifying conditions the recipient attends UT and the giver also attends 

UT and thus the mug from the verifying school is starred. 

Pretest: 
 We used the following pretest results for studies 1, 2A, 2B and 2C.  This pre-test 

confirmed that participants from the same pool of students perceived the threatening 

(Texas A&M) as a threat to their own school. Specifically, 39 participants were asked to 

rate several universities on 1 to 7 likert scales on how familiar they were with each 

university (not familiar/very familiar) and the strength of rivalry between their own 

university and the target university (no rivalry/ fierce rivalry). Participants indicated that 

they perceived the threatening school (M Threatening School= 5.7) as more of a rival than to 

their own school than a nearby community college (Austin Community College) (M Neutral 

school = 3.2, t(38) = 14.24, p < .001). However, participants indicated were equally familiar 

with the threatening (M Threatening School= 4.1) and the neutral school (M Neutral  School= 4.2, t( 
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38) = -.18, p < .87). In sum, participants perceived the threatening school and the neutral 

school as approximately equal in familiarity but indicated that the threatening school was 

more threatening to their own school than the neutral school.    

Experimental Design (Cont.): 
After making the gift choice from a registry, participants are told to pick up the 

mug that they chose and bring it to a different table where they would be asked to answer 

the second part of the study. In order to preserve the salience of the social closeness 

between the giver and their intended recipient as they transitioned from the first to the 

second part of the study, participants were told that they would be writing a gift note to 

the recipient and should think about what to say in the note. 

Dependent Measure:  
  When participants arrived at the second table with the mug, they placed the mug 

down next to them as they answered the questions. After they left the room, we captured 

participants’ unconscious feelings of threat by measuring the physical distance each 

person placed the mug from him/herself. We took this measurement by recording the 

linear distance (in inches) from where the participant sat to where s/he placed the mug.  

Additional Measures: 
 After the dependent measure was completed, participants answered questions 

pertaining to their retrospective thoughts and feelings about the gift recipient and the gift 

choice they made as manipulation checks. Participants indicated their feelings on 7 point 

likert scales pertaining to their liking for the gift selected (not at all/very much), and their 
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perceived social closeness to the recipient (very distant/very close). The actual stimuli 

used are presented in Appendix A. 

Results: 
 First, we confirmed the manipulations and found that those in the close friend 

manipulation indicated having a closer relationship with the recipient than those in the 

distant relationship (M Close Friend = 6.28 vs. M Distant Friend =5.04, F(1, 49) = 17.64, p < 

.0001).  We also confirmed that the school that the recipient attends had no effect on the 

givers’ reported closeness to the recipient (M Verifying Registry = 5.80 vs. M Threatening Registry 

=5.70, F(1.49) = .12, p < .74).  Finally, we confirmed that participants prefer choosing an 

identity-confirming product for the recipient and found a main effect of participants’ 

liking for the identity-congruent (vs. threatening) mug (M Verifying Registry = 5.75 vs. M 

Threatening Registry = 4.10, F(1, 49) = 21.37, p < .0001).   

 Next, we examined the main effects and saw that there was a significant effect of 

threat on the distance participants place the mugs from themselves (M Threatening Registry = 

16.14 vs. M Verifying Registry  = 14.17, F(1, 49) = 10.12, p < .0026). However, there was no 

main effect of social closeness on this dependent measure (M Close Friend = 15.41 vs. M 

Distant Friend  = 14.92, F(1, 49) = .57, p < .45). Further, the data indicates that after givers 

chose the threatening (vs. verifying) gift for a close (vs. distant) friend, they felt 

threatened and consequently were more likely to .place the threatening item farther from 

themselves (supporting H1a).  Specifically, we observed a significant Product Identity 

Congruence X Social Closeness interaction (F(1, 49) = 10.04, p < .0027). Moreover, the 

simple effects indicated that when participants were choosing for a close friend, they 
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were more likely to feel an identity threat after choosing an identity-threatening (vs. 

verifying) gift (M Threatening Registry = 17.00 inches vs. M Verifying Registry = 13.75 inches, F(1, 

49) = 8.22, p < .0062).  Conversely, when participants were choosing for a distant friend, 

after choosing an identity-threatening (vs. verifying) product, there was not a significant 

difference in the distance they place the item from themselves (M Threatening Registry = 14.83 

inches vs. M Verifying Registry = 15.00 inches, F(1, 49) = 2.18, p < .12). Figure 1 illustrates 

how choosing threatening (vs. affirming) for a close (vs. distant) friend affects spatial 

distance from gift.  

Discussion:  
 In this experiment, we gauged participants’ felt threat by measuring their physical 

responses to the gifts they chose from the registry. Confirming our hypotheses, we found 

that individuals who chose an identity-incongruent gift for a close (vs. distant) friend felt 

threatened by the chosen item and responded by placing the chosen gift farther from 

themselves. This is evidence that individuals do in fact feel threatened by these items 

resulting in their need to distance themselves from the source of the threat. In our next 

studies, we observed how gift givers managed and offset their feelings of threat in their 

subsequent choices.  
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I.4 Study 2A 
 According to self-verification theory (Swann 1983), people are motivated to 

restore their threatened identities in their subsequent decisions. In the study described 

below, we tested whether choosing an identity threatening (vs. identity non-threatening) 

gift influenced the gift giver’s desire to assert the relevant identity at his/her next 

opportunity. In this study design, participants had the chance to self-verify using an 

identity scale after the experiment. We compared participants’ scale measures before and 

after the experimental conditions to see how choosing a threatening gift impacted 

participants’ desire to express the relevant identity on a scale measure. Our prediction 

(H1b) is that after choosing an identity-threatening (vs. non-threatening) gift for a close 

(vs. distant) friend, participants will self-verify by increasing their endorsement of the 

relevant identity on the scale measure. In this study, we included two kinds of non-

threatening gifts: one gift that verified the giver’s identity and another which was 

identity-neutral.  

METHOD 

Experimental Design: 
 Two hundred and twenty-six undergraduate students participated in Study 2A, 

which also included a series of unrelated studies.  Prior to participating in the study, 

participants filled out an initial identity measure to capture how strongly aligned they felt 

with their school identity.  Participants rated their school identity on a three-measure 

scale adopted from the work of Bolton and Reed (2004). Participants endorsed the three 

statements pertaining to their feelings of affiliation with University of Texas: “I would 

describe myself as a Longhorn,” “I would feel a loss if I were forced to give up being a 
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Longhorn,” and “Being a Longhorn is an important part of who I am,” on a 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) scale. After filling out these scale measures, they began a 

set of purportedly unrelated experiments about purchasing a gift (described below).   

Procedure: 
 The second part of the study design was a 3 (Product Identity Congruence: 

Verifying vs. Threatening vs. Neutral Product) x 2 (Social Closeness: Close vs. Distant) 

study, in which participants acted as gift givers and chose a gift for a recipient from a gift 

registry using the same design discussed in Study 1. In identity-verifying scenarios, 

participants were told explicitly that the recipient attends the participant’s school and is 

actively involved with and displays items from the school around his/her room. In 

identity neutral scenarios participants were told that the recipient attends a local 

community college, Austin Community College, which according to pretests, is not 

perceived as threatening or affirming.  Finally, in threatening scenarios, the friend attends 

the nearby rival school, Texas A&M. In all three scenarios, givers are told that the 

recipient has strong school spirit and likes to display items with her school mascot his/her 

school around his room.  

 After reading about the recipient, participants were faced with making the choice 

of one mug from a set of five mugs for the friend. Similar to Study 1, in all of the 

conditions participants were told the recipient had created a gift registry and that the mug 

s/he had chosen for his/her registry was starred. Specifically, in the identity-threatening 

and neutral conditions the mug from the rival or neutral school was starred. Conversely, 

in verifying conditions the mug from the verifying school was starred. 
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Dependent Measure:  
  After choosing the gift, participants were presented with an ostensibly unrelated 

task of filling out a second set of identity measures. In order to prevent participants from 

simply indicating consistent identities to those they made prior to the experiment, we 

used a pictorial 5-point scale measure of school identity (Aron et al. 1992). Scores on 

such scales are associated with verbal measures of identification with the group and the 

perceived similarity of one’s own attitudes to those of other group.  

Additional Measures: 
 After the dependent measure was completed, participants answered questions 

pertaining to their retrospective thoughts and feelings about the gift recipient and the gift 

choice they made as manipulation checks. Specifically, participants indicated their 

feelings on 7 point likert scales to questions that tapped at their liking for the gift selected 

(not at all/very much), and their perceived social closeness to the recipient (very 

distant/very close). The actual stimuli used are presented in Appendix B. 

Results: 
Confirming our manipulations, we found that those in the close manipulation 

indicated having a closer relationship with the recipient than those in the distant 

relationship (M Close Friend = 6.4 vs. M Distant Friend =4.9, F (1, 225) = 101.08, p < .0001). We 

also confirmed that the school that the recipient attends had no effect on the giver’s 

reported closeness to the recipient (M Threatening Registry =5.6 vs. M Verifying Registry = 5.6 vs. M 

Neutral Registry =5.7 F (2, 224) = .09 p < .91).  

To test how choosing a threatening vs. non-threatening gift affected participants’ 

endorsement of their school identities as a function of social closeness, we compared 
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participants’ pre-experimental identity measures to their post-experimental identity 

measures. As the two identity measures are on different scales, first, we created a 

combined measure of the initial three identity statements (Cronbach's α = .84) and 

standardized the pre- and post-identity measures by transforming all of the measures into 

z-scores with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 so that the two measures can be 

compared in a repeated measures analysis. In order to examine how participants’ 

responses differed across conditions, we created planned contrast codes that compare the 

threatening condition versus the verifying and neutral conditions.  

 In support of our prediction, a repeated measures ANOVA  revealed a significant 

Product Identity Congruence X Social Closeness effect on participants’ identities before 

versus after they chose an identity-threatening (vs. non-threatening) gift for a recipient 

(F(2, 224) = 3.95, p < .02). The data indicates that participants’ pre-experimental identity 

measures are not significantly different by condition (F (2, 224) = .94, p < .34). In order 

to examine how participants’ responses differed across conditions, we created planned 

contrast codes to compare the threatening condition versus the neutral and affirming 

conditions.  

 The data reveals that there is a significant main effect of threat on participant’s 

post-experimental endorsement of their school identity (M Threatening Registry = 3.07 vs. M 

Verifying Registry  = 2.48 and  M Neutral Registry = 2.61 F(1, 225) = 10.55, p < .0013). Similarly, 

there is a main effect of social closeness on participants post-experimental endorsement 

of their social identity (M Close Friend = 2.96 vs. M Distant Friend  =2.48 and  F(1, 225) = 3.03, p 

< .0027).  Further, we find support for H1b such that there is a significant Product 
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Identity Congruence X Social Closeness (F(2, 224) = 4.17, p < .02) interaction on school 

identity.  Indeed, when participants were choosing for a close friend, they were more 

likely to self-verify by indicating a strong alignment with their school identity after 

choosing a threatening (vs. a neutral or verifying) gift (M Threatening Registry = 3.57 vs. M 

Verifying Registry  = 2.50 and  M Neutral Registry = 2.78, F(1, 225) = 13.9, p < .0002).  Conversely, 

when participants were choosing for a distant acquaintance, after choosing an identity-

threatening (vs. a neutral or verifying) product, there was no difference in their stated 

school identity (M Threatening Registry = 2.53 vs. M Verifying Registry = 2.48 and  M Neutral Registry = 

2.45 F(1, 225) = .65, p < .42).  Figure 2A illustrates how choosing a threatening (vs. 

affirming) gift for a close (vs. distant) friend strengthened their identity affiliation. 

Discussion:  
 The results of Study 2A indicated that after choosing an identity-threatening gift 

for a close (but not for a distant) friend, the giver felt compelled to verify him/herself by 

expressing a heightened endorsement of the relevant identity (e.g. school identity). 

Further, the data revealed that givers only felt the need to self-verify when they 

purchased a threatening gift versus a gift that simply does not match the giver’s identity 

(as in the case of the neutral mug).  

 To gain further insight, we also collected verbal thought protocols from seventy-

two participants using the same 2 (Product Identity Congruence: Verifying vs. 

Threatening product) X 2 (Social Closeness: Close vs. Distant) experimental design and 

gift registry stimuli as Study 2A. Participants were run individually and their oral 

responses were coded by two trained assistants (r(72)= .92, p <.001) for three indicators 
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of Expressed Threat:  (1) explicit dislike of threatening school (e.g., “I can’t stand Texas 

A&M and would never buy anything with their logo no matter who it’s for”), (2) unease 

in choosing the gift on the registry (e.g., “I’m not sure I could buy something with the 

Texas A&M logo on it, but I would consider it because my friend wants it”), and (3) 

criticisms of threatening mug not related to school or logo (e.g., “The Texas A&M mug 

looks like the lowest quality product” ).  We then analyzed the percentage of participants 

who expressed any of the three verbal threat measures. In support of H1a, we observed an 

interaction between the Product Identity Congruence X Social Closeness χ2(1, N = 72) = 

5.2, p = .02, interaction on expressed threat. Specifically, when choosing for a close 

friend, participants were more likely to express threat after choosing a threatening (52%) 

than verifying gift (17%), χ2(1, N = 72) = 5.2, p = .02. Conversely, when participants 

were choosing for a distant acquaintance, there was no difference in expressed threat after 

choosing a threatening (22%) or verifying gift (28%), χ2(1, N = 72) = .94, p = .33. 

Appendix C gives full details of the stimuli used. Figure 2B gives full counts and 

percentages of each type of statement made by participants. Figure 2C illustrates the 

interaction of social closeness and identity threat on givers’ identity threatened thoughts.  

 Taken together, these findings indicate that givers feel an identity threat when 

faced with making an identity-threatening gift choice (H1a) and one possible way to 

offset this feeling is to indicate dislike or discomfort about the item the giver is 

purchasing. Study 2A also rules out the alternative explanation that individuals will 

display verifying behaviors after any identity- incongruent choice because such a choice 
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will make one’s own identity more accessible or salient1. Our data clearly show that self-

verifying behaviors only occur after the individual makes a threatening choice (but not 

after making a neutral choice).  While this is good support for our contention that after 

experiencing a threat people feel the need to self-verify, we are interested in how these 

results would bear out for a product choice.  In Study 2B, we examine how the same 

experimental conditions affect consumers’ desire to self-verify with their product 

choices.   

                                                           
1 We thank the review team for suggesting this idea.   
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I.5 Study 2B 
 In a follow up study using an almost identical procedure to study 2A, we 

examined how consumers selected identity-related products after making threatening (vs. 

verifying) gift choices.  Our prediction is that after choosing an identity-threatening (vs. 

verifying) gift for a close (vs. distant) friend, givers will self-verify by increasing their 

likelihood of choosing the identity-expressive product. 

METHOD 

Experimental Design: 
 One hundred and ten undergraduate students participated in Study 2B as part of a 

data collection session that included a series of unrelated studies. In a 2 (Product Identity 

Congruence: Verifying vs. Threatening product) x 2 (Social Closeness: Close vs. Distant) 

experimental design, participants purchased a threatening (vs. verifying) mug for a friend 

from a registry as described in Study 2A. 

Dependent Measure:  
  After choosing the registry gift, participants were presented with an ostensibly 

unrelated choice (for themselves) between a less-liked but more verifying product and an 

objectively more appealing product. The specific product choice was between a less-

preferred plastic pen with a UT Longhorn (the school’s mascot) printed on it (a self-

verifying item) versus a more-preferred silver pen that they could win in a lottery.  

Participants were told that they had the chance to win the product they chose.  The two 

pens were labeled as Pen 1 (the silver pen) and Pen 2 (the identity verifying pen). The 

dependent measure asked participants to indicate their preference for the pens on a scale 

from 1=strongly prefer Pen 1 to 7= strongly prefer Pen 2. 
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A pre-test confirmed a difference in the pens’ attractiveness. Specifically, 49 

participants were asked which pen they would be more likely to choose to win as part of 

a raffle. The more attractive silver pen was labeled as 1 and the identity-verifying pen 

was labeled a 7. On average, participants indicated strong preference for the attractive 

silver pen with an average rating of 2, which is significantly lower than the mid-point of 

the scale of 4 (t(48) = -9.70, p < .0001).  Again, after the dependent variable, participants 

answered the same additional measures reported in Study 2A gauging social closeness 

and liking for the chosen gift. Appendix D has details of the stimuli used.  

Results: 
We confirmed the manipulations and found that those in the close friend 

manipulation indicated having a closer relationship with the recipient than those in the 

distant relationship (M Close Friend = 6.25 vs. M Distant Friend =5.14, F(1, 109) = 25.87, p < 

.0001).   We also confirmed that the school that the recipient attends had no effect on the 

givers’ reported closeness to the recipient (M Verifying Registry = 5.65 vs. M Threatening Registry 

=5.59,  F(1, 109) = .38, p < .58).  Finally, we confirmed that participants prefer choosing 

an identity-confirming product for the recipient and found a main effect of participants’ 

liking for the identity-congruent (vs. threatening) mug (M Verifying Registry = 5.1 vs. M 

Threatening Registry = 3.68, F(1, 109) = 19.07, p < .0001).   

 Next, we investigated the effect of threat on participants’ subsequent product 

choice. The data revealed a significant main effect of threat on product choice (M 

Threatening Registry = 2.74 vs. M Verifying Registry  = 1.75,  F(1, 109) = 8.23, p < .005).  However, 

we did not find a significant main effect of social closeness on participants’ product 
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choice (M Close Friend = 2.67 vs. M Distant Friend  = 3.03,  F(1, 109) = 1.4, p < 2.4). Further, the  

results in Study 2B  support H1c that after givers choose the threatening (vs. verifying) 

gift for a close friend (vs. distant acquaintance), they are more likely to choose the less 

appealing but more identity-verifying pen for themselves.  Specifically, we observed a 

significant Product Identity Congruence X Social Closeness interaction (F(1, 109) = 

14.03, p < .0002). The simple effects confirmed that when participants were choosing for 

a close friend, they were more likely to self-verify by choosing the identity-aligned pen 

after choosing an identity-threatening (vs. verifying) gift (M Threatening Registry = 3.5 vs. M 

Verifying Registry = 2.0,  F(1, 109) = 6.83, p < .0001).  Conversely, when participants were 

choosing for a distant acquaintance, after selecting an identity-threatening (vs. verifying) 

product, there was no difference in their choice of the identity-verifying item (M Threatening 

Registry = 2.1 vs. M Verifying Registry = 2.4, F(1, 109) = .59, p < .42) (supporting H3b). Figure 3 

illustrates how choosing threatening (vs. affirming) for a close (vs. distant) friend affects 

product choice.  

Discussion: 
 The correspondence between the results of Study 2A and Study 2B underscores 

the fact that givers react to an identity threat by verifying both when endorsing an identity 

scale measure and choosing a product. From these two studies, we conclude that when 

givers choose a threatening item for a close friend, they will exhibit our predicted 

response of verifying in future choices. It is important to note that choosing an identity-

incongruent gift does indeed cause an identity threat, and the effect of the threat on the 

individual’s subsequent choices is much stronger when the gift is intended for a close 

friend (versus a distant friend). This underscores the importance of the relational context 
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in creating the threat and indicates that close friends are much more self-relevant than 

distant acquaintances to individuals’ self-concepts.   

 Based on the similar pattern of results across the dependent variables in studies 

2A and 2B, it appears that self-verification occurs after an individual makes a threatening 

choice for someone that is an integral part of his/her self-concept. Next, we examine the 

persistence of the identity threat engendered by purchasing an identity-incongruent gift 

on consecutive decisions. Our a priori hypothesis is that an identity threatened 

individual’s need to self verify will be mitigated when s/he has had the opportunity to 

express his/her affiliation with the threatened identity.  We put forth the formal 

hypothesis:  

 H2: Once people’s need to verify has been satiated, they will not feel 

as driven to express their identity in future decisions. 
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I.6 Study 2C 
 

 In Study 2C, we examined how an identity-incongruent gift purchase affected 

both the two prior dependent measures of identity scale and product choice serially. On 

one hand, one might predict that each decision will reflect the participant’s shaken 

identity such that those in the threat conditions will be more likely to subsequently assert 

their identity via a scale endorsement and product choice. Much of the identity literature 

would support such a prediction since people are generally motivated to choose products 

that signal their affiliation with a particular identity and align with their self-concepts 

(Berger and Heath 2007; Douglas and Isherwood 1979; Goffman 1959; Veblen, 1899; 

Sirgy 1982). Hence, this literature would predict a consistent effect of identity threat on 

both measures with no effect of task order.  

  However, recent research examining individuals with experimentally activated 

identities (resulting from an identity threat) has found that making an initial identity-

verifying choice resolves the individuals’ identity threat and mitigates his/her need to 

verify in future choices. Gao et al. (2009) found that after an  individual has the 

opportunity to restore his/her shaken self-views, s/he no longer persists in expressing this 

identity in future opportunities. Thus, this research would predict that the heightened 

need to self-verify following an identity-incongruent gift purchase would only be 

evidenced in the first task measure.   

 In study 2C, we tested these competing predictions in the context of choosing a 

product from a gift registry for a close friend. This study instituted a new manipulation 

which distinguishes it from studies 2A and 2B:  after completing the experimental 
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condition, subjects participated in both an identity measure and a product choice task; the 

order of these tasks was counterbalanced.  

METHOD 

Experimental Design: 
 In a 2 (Product Identity Congruence: Verifying vs. Threatening product) x 2 (Self-

Verification Task Order: Identity measure vs. Product choice) experiment, 88 participants 

chose a threatening (vs. verifying) gift for a close friend’s birthday.  Note that in this 

experiment we did not vary social closeness; all participants selected a gift for a close 

friend.  

Dependent Measure  
 After making an identity threatening (vs. verifying) gift choice from a registry for 

the close friend, participants made two more consecutive decisions. The two decisions 

were the pre-experimental identity scale measures (Bolton and Reed 2004) used to collect 

participants’ identities in study 2A and product choice in study 2B. All participants did 

both of the subsequent decisions with the task order rotated such that in task order 1 

participants first filled out the identity scale measure and then made the product choice 

(Task Order 1: Identity measure - Product choice) and in task order 2 participants did the 

reverse first making a product choice and then filling out the identity scale measure (Task 

Order 2: Product choice – Identity measure). As in prior studies, following the dependent 

variable, participants answered the same manipulation check measures reported in study 

2A and 2B gauging social closeness and liking for the chosen gift. The full details of the 

stimuli are presented in Appendix E.  
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Results: 
 The manipulation checks confirm that the school that the recipient attended had 

no effect on the giver’s reported closeness to the recipient (M Verifying Registry = 6.6 vs. M 

Threatening Registry =6.3, F(1, 87) = 1.28, p < .27). Additionally, we confirm the assumption 

that participants prefer choosing an identity confirming product for the recipient and find 

a main effect of participants’ liking for the identity-congruent (vs. threatening) mug (M 

Verifying Registry = 5.7 vs. M Threatening Registry= 4.0, ( F (1, 87) = 14.76, p < .0002).   

  Confirming H3, the simple effects for the identity scale measure confirmed that 

after choosing a  threatening (vs. verifying) gift, participants who verified with the scale 

first were more likely to indicate stronger endorsement of their school identities (M 

Threatening Registry = 5.6 vs. M Verifying Registry = 4.8, F(1, 87) = -2.01, p < .05).  Conversely, 

when participants were making their identity measures after having made a product 

choice there was no difference  in their endorsement of their school identities (M Threatening 

Registry = 4.5 vs. M Verifying Registry = 4.9 , F(1, 84) = 1.05, p < .29).   

 Similarly for the product choice, simple effects confirmed that after choosing a 

threatening (vs. verifying) gift, participants who made the product choice first (and 

identity measure second) were more likely to choose the identity-expressive pen (M 

Threatening Registry = 4.8 vs. M Verifying Registry = 2.75 F(1, 87) = -3.55, p < .0006).  Conversely, 

when participants made their pen choice after having endorsed their school identities, 

there was no difference in their choice of the verifying pen (M Threatening Registry = 2.6 vs. M 

Verifying Registry = 2.8, F(1, 87) = .07, p < .94). The pattern of results confirms H2, and 

indicates that participants display significantly stronger endorsement of their school 
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identities only in their initial task following an identity threat and are less motivated to 

confirm their identities after having already had the opportunity to do so during the 

experiment.  Figure 4 illustrates how givers who have made a threatening choice for a 

close friend self-verify over the course of consecutive identity-relevant choices.  

Discussion:  
 In this experiment, we combined the study designs from studies 2A and 2B and 

found that individuals’ identities are not constant. Once an individual’s identity has been 

threatened by an identity-incongruent gift purchase for a close friend, s/he will 

compensate by verifying a heightened identity or choosing a verifying product in a future 

opportunity. Moreover, our data indicates that people’s need to verify is not persistent 

beyond their first decision and once their desire to verify has been satiated, they will not 

seek to express their identity as strongly in future decisions.  Indeed, it appears that filling 

out the identity scales effectively allows participants to resolve their identity threat and 

choose their preferred item in the next choice. However, if participants are threatened but 

do not have a chance to verify prior to their product choice, they will show an increased 

likelihood to choose a verifying product.  

  Next, we examined how representative the verifying item must be to be effective 

in re-confirming participants’ shaken self-concepts. In our initial studies, the verifying 

pen had a strong visual depiction of the relevant shaken identity. In our following study, 

we used more subtle products that were less overtly symbolic of the threatened identity to 

see how participants responded to these less explicitly verifying products.  We also 
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examined a new identity to establish that our findings generalize beyond the school 

identity.   
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I.7 Study 3 

METHOD 

Experimental Design: 
 This study has a similar set-up to Study 2B; however, we changed the relevant 

identity to participants’ political identities (i.e. Democrat vs. Republican).  First, in order 

to determine participants’ political allegiance, participants were told that we were 

interested in their different personality traits. They filled out a short study asking them to 

assess multiple dyads, each containing two opposing personality traits (e.g. 

extrovert/introvert, thinker/ do-er). Buried among these traits was the choice between 

being a Democrat vs. Republican vs. Independent. After filling out the questionnaire, 

participants turned in this sheet to the researcher. The researcher quickly scanned the 

sheet and matched participants’ political affiliation with a threatening (vs. verifying) 

experimental condition. If the participant indicated being Independent, s/he was not 

included in the study. 

Procedure: 
 After completing this initial political screening task, 141 participants took part in 

the second part of the 2 (Product Identity Congruence: Verifying vs. Threatening 

product) x 2 (Social Closeness: Close vs. Distant) study.  Givers chose a gift mug for a 

close (vs. distant) friend’s upcoming birthday from a wish list.  Participants then were 

provided with additional information about the recipient, including his/her hobbies, 

personal tastes and political affiliation in order to make the scenario more realistic. The 

variables of the givers’ political identity and identity congruence between giver and 

recipient were fully crossed in the experimental design. Specifically, in identity-verifying 
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scenarios, participants were explicitly told that the recipient has the same political 

leanings as the participant had indicated in a prior questionnaire (i.e. if the participant is a 

Democrat, the friend is also a Democrat), whereas in threatening scenarios, the recipient 

has the opposite political affiliation (i.e. if the participant is a Democrat, the friend is a 

Republican).   

 Similar to the prior study, two of the mugs available were explicitly politically 

affiliated, as they display one of the two political icons (i.e. the donkey or the elephant 

which represent the Democrat and Republican political parties, respectively). In identity-

threatening conditions (when the recipient has the opposite political affiliation of the 

giver), the mug from the threatening political party is starred; in verifying conditions, the 

mug from the verifying political party is starred. 

Dependent Variable: 
 After making the choice of a threatening or verifying mug from the wish list, 

participants were told that to thank them for participating, they would be entered in a 

lottery for one of two magazine subscriptions (one of which is less preferred but more 

identity-verifying). As in the prior studies, we presumed that after choosing an identity-

threatening (vs. verifying) gift, participants would be motivated to self-verify in their 

subsequent choice. In this study, we used products that were less symbolic of the relevant 

identity.   

 Products vary in the degree to which they communicate things about their users 

(Escalas and Bettman 2005). Research on attitude functions contrasts symbolic products 

(e.g., a school sweatshirt) with those that are more instrumental (e.g., a microwave oven). 
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While in prior studies we used a product choice that was highly identity-expressive (a 

school-related pen), in this study we used magazine subscriptions to test whether 

participants still would use these more subtle identity symbolic products to self-verify. 

Specifically, after choosing the threatening (vs. verifying) gift, we instructed participants 

to choose between a less preferred but politically-verifying magazine subscription versus 

a more-preferred (but politically neutral) subscription.  

Pretest: 
 A pretest of 52 participants was conducted to identify appropriate periodicals on 7 

point Likert scales, measuring how affiliated each was with the respective Democrat and 

Republican parties (low affiliation with Political Party/ high affiliation with Political 

Party).  Participants also indicated how much they liked each publication (do not like/ 

like very much). Participants perceived The New York Times (M New York Times= 6.5) as 

more Democrat-affiliated than the Wall Street Journal (M The Wall Street Journal 3.2, F(1, 51) = 

4.24, p < .03) and Time magazine (M Time Magazine = 4.1, F(1, 51) = 2.58, p < .01).  

Conversely, The Wall Street Journal (M The Wall Street Journal = 6.7) was perceived as more 

Republican-affiliated than The New York Times (M New York Times= 3.0, F(1, 51) = 4.48, p < 

.02) and Time magazine(M Time Magazine =4.2, F(1, 51) = 4.35, p < .01).   Finally, the pretest 

confirmed that Time magazine was preferred to both of the above periodicals, regardless 

of political identity (Democrat: M Time Magazine = 5.8 vs. M New York Times= 3.0, F(1, 51) = 

5.48, p < .01) and (Republican: M Time Magazine = 5.8  M The Wall Street Journal 3.7, F(1, 51) = 

3.24, p < .04).  
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 Since each political party is associated with specific publications, Democrats and 

Republicans made different identity verifying choices. Specifically, the Democrat 

participants were faced with a choice between a less-preferred but more identity verifying 

subscription to The New York Times vs. a more-preferred subscription to Time 

magazine. Similarly, Republicans chose between a less desirable but more verifying 

subscription to The Wall Street Journal versus the more-preferred Time magazine 

subscription. Specifically, the dependent measure asked participants to indicate their 

preference for a magazine subscription on scale from 1=Strongly Prefer Time magazine 

to 7=Strongly Prefer New York Times (Wall Street Journal). Following the dependent 

variable, participants answered the same additional measures reported in Study 1A 

gauging social closeness and liking for the chosen gift. Appendix F details the full stimuli 

used for this study.  

Results: 
First we confirmed the manipulations and found that those in the close 

manipulation indicated having a closer relationship with the recipient than those in the 

distant relationship (M Close Friend = 6.2 vs. M Distant Friend =4.5, F(1, 140) = 25.24, p < 

.0001).   We also confirmed that the recipient’s political affiliation had no effect on the 

giver’s reported closeness to the recipient (M Verifying Registry = 5.8 vs. M Threatening Registry 

=5.5, F(1, 140) = 1.29, p < .29) . Finally, we verified our basic assumption that 

participants preferred choosing an identity-confirming product for the recipient and found 

a main effect of participants’ liking for the identity-verifying (vs. threatening) mug (M 

Verifying Registry = 4.7 vs. M Threatening Registry = 3.8, F(1, 140) = 3.85, p < .05).   
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 In Study 3, we found a marginally significant main effect of threat on 

participants’ choice of magazine (M Threatening Registry = .3.73 vs. M Verifying Registry = 3.05 F(1, 

140) = 2.85, p < .09). However, we did not find a significant main effect of Social 

Closeness on participants’ choice of magazine (M Close Friend = .3.56 vs. M Distant Friend = 

3.19 F(1, 140) = .79, p < .38). Next, confirming H1c, we showed a significant Product 

Identity Congruence X Social Closeness interaction (F(1, 140) = 33.64, p < .0128).  

When choosing for a close friend after choosing an identity threatening (vs. verifying) 

product, participants were more likely in their next choice to choose an identity-

expressive subscription (M Threatening Registry = 4.5 vs. M Verifying Registry = 2.7, F(1, 140) = 

3.03, p < .003).  Conversely, when participants were choosing for a distant acquaintance, 

after choosing an identity threatening (vs. verifying) product there was no difference  in 

their next choice of an identity-expressive subscription  (M Threatening Registry = 3.1 M Verifying 

Registry = 3.3,  F(1, 140) = .45, p < .65).  Figure 5 illustrates how choosing threatening (vs. 

affirming) for a close (vs. distant) friend affects participants’ choice of less representative 

identity-related products.  

Discussion: 
 Study 3 replicates our prior pattern of results as well as generalizes these findings 

to different identity and product domains. These results corroborate our finding  that the 

social closeness between the giver and recipient moderates the degree to which the giver 

feels threatened and drives his/her subsequent verifying choice.    

 Remarkably, the prior results are replicated even when the self-verifying product 

choice options are less symbolic of the shaken identity. In other words, when an 
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individual’s identity has been shaken, s/he is highly motivated to resolve the threat and 

will attempt to verify at the next opportunity. Even if the product is not overtly identity-

expressive, people are likely to be attentive to its culturally imbued meanings and will 

self-verify by choosing products that are aligned (even to a lesser degree) with the shaken 

identity.   
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I.8 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 

 The results of five studies show that gift purchases for close others may create 

identity threats that givers seek to resolve by re-verifying their identities in a subsequent 

decision or purchase. Study 1 shows that after choosing a gift for a close friend that does 

not align with one’s identity, the giver experiences an identity threat (H1a). In Study 2A, 

we build on these results, and show that in response to such a threat, s/he is likely to 

make an effort to re-assert the relevant identity by strengthening his/her identity 

endorsement in the next task (H1b). In study 2B, we generalize these findings to a choice 

context. Specifically, we find that after experiencing a threat, participants were more 

inclined to bolster their identities by choosing a product that was symbolic of the shaken 

identity (H1c). In Study 2C, we combine the set-ups from studies 2A and 2B and 

examined the persistence of the effects.  Our data indicates that once an individual’s need 

to verify following an identity-incongruent product has been satiated, they will not seek 

to express their identity as strongly in future decisions (H2).  Finally, in Study 3, we 

replicated the prior results using a new set of identities and symbolic products. Further, 

we show that people are motivated to reassert their identities and will do so even when 

the product is not overtly symbolic (H1b).  

 Self-verification theory (Swann 1983) predicts that people want others to see 

them as they see themselves. To accomplish this, people tend to behave in ways that 

express their identities. In other words, identities serve as scripts for social interaction, 

telling people what to expect, how to conduct themselves, and how to interpret events 

they encounter. Stable self-views serve the important function of providing coherence 
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and predictability to people’s actions and their expectations of others’ behavior towards 

them (Swann, Chang-Schneider, and Angulo 2007).  

One way that people express their identities is through the products that they 

purchase and consume. There is a long tradition of identity research that supports the idea 

that people often are attracted to products and brands that are linked to their identities 

(Forehand, Deshpande, and Reed 2002; Stayman and Deshpande 1989; Sirgy 1982, 

Escalas and Bettman  2005). This linkage may come about because the brand or product 

symbolizes the consumer’s own personality traits (Aaker 1997), or embodies an 

aspiration identity that the consumer strives to become (Belk, Bahn, and Mayer 1982; 

Levy 1959). This body of research suggests that consumers link products to particular 

social identities and form impressions of consumers who use these products (Kleine, 

Kleine, and Kernan 1993; Shavitt and Nelson 2000). Thus, products serve as proxies to 

assert one’s identity. An individual who is motivated to assert a specific identity may 

choose a product that is imbued with a specific cultural meaning and is universally 

understood by others.  

 We contribute to the existing literature on identity in several important ways. 

First, while the extant literature focuses on how individuals choose products that verify 

their identity, we find that the choice of an identity-inconsistent product can cause a 

threat to one’s self-concept. Interestingly, in these studies we show that product purchase 

is such an important identity marker that even when the product is intended for someone 

else, it still may threaten the identity of the purchaser. 
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Notably, we find that making purchases for others who are close friends is 

especially likely to result in identity threats, as the recipient is considered an integral part 

of the self. Moreover, we show that this occurs across identities (e.g. school and political 

identities) and product categories. Further, we find that individuals who have experienced 

an identity threat will verify with products that directly relate to the threatened identity as 

well as products that are less directly associated with these identities. Taken together, we 

see strong evidence that consumers are deeply affected by identity threats and enact 

strong efforts to correct in future decisions.   

While earlier work has shown that an individual’s self-concept can be threatened 

when they receive discrepant feedback from external sources (e.g. identity-incongruent 

feedback from another person or from failing an identity-relevant test), the studies 

discussed in this research indicate that there are situations in which consumers create 

their own identity-threat in order to achieve an important personal goal.  Furthermore, 

while this work focuses on the choice of a product for another person, there are many 

times that individuals are faced with such an identity-threatening situation even when 

choosing for themselves.  

For example, a graduating student who possesses a casual identity may need to 

purchase a professional business suit for an upcoming job interview. While the student 

may feel that a pair of jeans is most representative of his/her identity, s/he must purchase 

and wear a suit if s/he hopes to get a job.  In this situation, the consumer chooses a 

product that runs counter to his/her identity in order to conform to social norms and 

expectations. Similarly, when making a joint purchase with another person, an individual 
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may have to sacrifice a central identity to appease the other purchaser. For example, a 

person with a hi-tech identity may need to compromise this identity and buy a simpler 

model of television or stereo so that his/her spouse can operate the product. We posit that 

such purchases, while necessary to accomplish the consumer’s goals, might come at the 

cost of the individual’s identity certainty. As a result of such a purchase, we predict that 

the consumer may make additional purchases later to reclaim his/her shaken identity.  

Research has looked at how people manage their multiple identities as they 

navigate different product choices, and finds that a consumer’s sense of self can be 

developed from among a wide range of possible identities, and that only a subset of them 

will influence the consumer in any given situation (Reed 2004; LeBoeuf, Shafir, and 

Belyavsky 2008). This research indicates that people are flexible and are able to integrate 

many (at times opposing) choices into their self-concepts. However, as our research 

indicates, there are certain situations in which people are inflexible with their identities, 

and when they act in ways that are contrary to these important self-concepts, the 

consequence is a threat to their identity.  

 Our findings provide direction for future research. One question that arises is, 

how does the relative importance of the threatened self-view affect the identity threat?  In 

the research presented above, we chose identities that vary in importance. While students’ 

school identity is generally quite important (M School identity  = 5.0 on 7 point scale) across 

the participant population, participants’ political leanings were less self-defining (M 

Political Identify = 3.5 on 7 point scale).  Our results replicate across identities, however, 

future research might explore the boundaries of these effects.  
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 Another avenue for future research is to further investigate how the context of the 

gift purchase and exchange might influence the persistence of the identity threat.  Our 

Study 2C results show that the identity threat created by a hypothetical identity-

incongruent purchase lead participants to self-verify in an immediate, subsequent task.  

As the identity threat is likely to be more severe for actual purchase, it would be 

interesting to examine whether self-verification may occur across multiple decisions in a 

retail setting. We also speculate that givers may re-experience the identity threat when 

presenting the gift to the recipient. 

 One further issue worth investigating is how threat functions differently for the 

giver and the recipient. While it is threatening for the giver to choose something that is 

incongruous with his/her own identity, we think that it would be equally or possibly more 

threatening to receive an identity-incongruent from a close friend. An interesting 

direction to pursue would be an examination of how an identity-threat felt by a recipient 

might differ from that of the giver. Our intuition is that recipients would feel unknown by 

the giver and act in ways that re-assert his/her important identities.    

Finally, in these studies, we have created a context in which the giver is forcibly 

constrained by a gift registry. That is, the choices they make are constrained by the 

mechanism of the gift registry which explicitly indicates which product the recipient 

desires. In future research, it would be interesting to vary the giver’s agency in his/her 

own gift decision. One could hypothesize that an individual would feel a stronger identity 

threat if he had more control of his/her own threatening choice. However, according to 

self-perception theory, the opposite hypothesis might be true: an individual would feel 
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less threatened when s/he has more control of the decision as s/he would simply infer that 

this choice was indicative of his/her true identity.   

 The findings of these studies have important implications for retail practice. 

Specifically, there is evidence that after choosing gifts off of a registry, consumers may 

feel increased motivation to choose something for themselves that is highly 

representative of self. Retailers might capitalize on this finding by including identity-

relevant products in their assortments and positioning these products near the gift registry 

so that consumers can have the immediate gratification of self-verifying. Also, given the 

insight that certain gifts can be threatening to the givers, retailers who include a gift-

registry in their store might further emphasize ways in which givers can customize the 

items they choose for their friends and thus self-verify, including writing a custom note 

or choosing a personalized wrapping paper.   

CONCLUSION 
 In conclusion, our research investigates how the purchase of an identity-

incongruent gift can cause an identity threat. Because close relationships are integral 

to an individual 's sense of self, givers are motivated to choose gifts that match recipients’ 

preferences, but are threatened by presenting a gift that challenges their own self-concept. 

These studies show that people who experience an identity threat are motivated to make 

subsequent product choices that bolster their shaken self-images in order to restore 

important self-concepts. Further, we add to the existing literature on the relationship 

between products and consumers’ identities, and illuminate how products can serve as 

both a mode of personal expression or a threat to an individual’s self-concept.  
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PART II: ASK AND YOU SHALL (NOT) RECEIVE: 
CHOOSING BETWEEN A GIFT REGISTRY AND A FREE 
CHOICE AS A FUNCTION OF SOCIAL CLOSENESS 

 

     Introduction 
 Gift exchanges are complex transactions with cultural, relational, sociological and 

psychological implications for both giver and recipient.  Givers strive to meet the needs 

and desires of the recipient by offering an item that is both appealing and meaningful. 

The extant literature on gift giving indicates that givers manage at least three goals when 

making a gift selection: 1) to satisfy the recipient with a gift that matches his/her 

preferences 2) to choose an item that is self-reflective for the giver and 3) to choose an 

item that reflects the relational intimacy between the giver and recipient (Belk 1976; 

Otnes 1993; Prendergast and Stole 2001).  

The giver’s task is complicated by the asymmetry of available information such that 

the recipient has more knowledge about his/her own preferences than the giver has. 

Indeed, Waldfogal (1993) finds that gifting is inefficient because this asymmetry results 

in money and time invested in gifts that are not desirable to the recipient. In a study 

examining the difference between what gifts cost to buy and the value imputed to them 

by a recipient, the author estimated that $4 billion was “wasted” on Christmas gifts alone 

(Waldfogel 1993). Similarly, Teigen et al (2005) found that whereas givers tend to prefer 

giving exclusive or unique gifts, receivers appear to prefer receiving items that are less 

luxurious and more useful. Clearly, givers often mis-predict what would be most 

appealing to their target recipient.  
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Consumers and retailers have partnered to resolve this asymmetry in the form of gift 

registries. Annually in the U.S., a staggering $19 Bn of gifts are registered and more than 

$5 Bn are purchased (Mintel 2008). Compiled by recipients, registries provide perfect 

information about a recipient’s preferences and expectations for an occasion. However, 

while a registry reconciles the asymmetry of information it also constrains the giver by 

proscribing the gift choice thereby undermining the giver’s ability to demonstrate self 

expression and relational intimacy.   

In this research we endeavor to understand how givers manage these three, often 

conflicting goals. We consider the social closeness between giver and recipient as one of 

the key moderators in the giver’s decision to choose from the registry versus making a 

free choice gift. Clearly, if the giver was simply concerned with finding a gift that is more 

appealing to the recipient, s/he would be inclined to choose from a gift registry as the 

items are selected by the recipient and guaranteed to satisfy him/her. However, we 

contend that despite the assurance that a gift registry provides, when givers are choosing 

for a close friend, they often reject the gift registry in favor of making a free choice that 

expresses their own identity or the relational intimacy between them. While a gift chosen 

from the registry is sure to please the recipient, it is not imbued with the energy of the 

giver nor the giver’s own identity and thus, is diminished in symbolic value. In contrast, a 

freely chosen gift signals the giver’s desire to choose ”just the right thing" for his/her 

close friend.  

 Although one might presume that the giver makes a free choice because s/he 

thinks s/he knows of an item that would be more desirable to the recipient than those 

available on the registry, research indicates the opposite is true. Individuals are often less 
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accurate in choosing products for their close relationship partners than for more distant 

friends (LeRouge and Warlop 2006, Gershoff and Johar 2006). Thus, we explore a 

paradox of gift giving: despite their best intentions, gift givers often choose undesirable 

gifts for the recipients that matter most to them: their close friends.       

      In this manuscript, we contribute to the literature on gifting by investigating the 

context of a gift registry and by deconstructing the giver’s dilemma of whether to choose 

a gift that matches the recipient’s explicit preferences or a gift that is more expressive of 

the giver’s own identity or the relationship between giver and recipient. Specifically, we 

contend that if the giver’s goal is accuracy (goal 1), s/he will be amenable to the 

constraints of a registry, but if the giver’s goal is self-expression (goal 2) or signaling 

relationship closeness (goal 3), s/he is likely to resist purchasing from the registry and 

make his/her own gift choice. Given the important role that gifts play in preserving 

relationships, we expect that the relationship intimacy between the giver and recipient, 

including its history and expectations for the future, will guide his/her gift choice 

strategy. However, we posit that a gift giver is less likely to be compliant with the 

registry and consequently more likely to sacrifice the recipient’s preferences in favor of 

personal expression when buying for a close (vs. distant) friend.  
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II.1 Literature Review 
 

The Role of the Registry in Achieving Givers’ Opposing Goals  

 
 Gift exchange is central to the upkeep of numerous social relationships and 

interactions. Givers must contend with choosing a gift that fits the relationship s/he is 

creating or sustaining, while simultaneously managing the asymmetry of information 

between him/herself and recipient when choosing an appropriate gift. This is a significant 

dilemma for gift givers as choosing the right gift reinforces a relationship, but presenting 

the wrong gift can damage it (Murray et al. 2002; Dunn et al. 2008) and have a 

destabilizing effect on important relationships (Sherry 1983; Sherry, McGrath and Levy 

1993). 

 Because both parties in such an exchange recognize a gift’s ability to expose the 

underlying characteristics of the giver and the relationship, gift-giving can cause 

significant anxiety. Wooten (2000) found that a giver’s anxiety usually coincided with 

concerns about eliciting desired reactions from recipients. Simply: people get anxious 

when they are highly motivated to induce desired reactions from recipients but are 

doubtful of their ability to do so.  A gift registry mitigates givers’ anxiety by providing a 

means of improving the accuracy of the gift choice by providing the giver with complete 

information about what the recipient needs, wants and deems appropriate for the gifting 

occasion. In fact, recent research indicates that recipients “are more appreciative of gifts 

they explicitly request than those they do not” (Gino and Flynn 2010). 
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 However, while the assurance of a gift registry advances the giver’s first goal: to 

purchase an item that is pleasing to the recipient, such a guideline also limits the giver’s 

options and restricts his/her autonomy. The result is that the giver will be limited in 

his/her ability to express his/her own identity via the gift choice or make a public 

statement about the giver-recipient relationship. Therefore, if the giver’s primary goal is 

to choose a gift that is representative of the self or relationship, choosing from a registry 

may undermine these aspirations and deter the giver from using it as a means to shop and 

opt for a relationally-signaling gift instead.   

Self-signaling Gifts 
Gift giving is a highly ego-involving activity (Belk 1982) and strongly related to the 

giver’s own identity. Gifts convey both the giver's self-perception, and his/her perception 

of the receiver (Schwartz 1967). Sherry (1983) contends that “self-identity may be 

confirmed by presenting it to others in the objectified form of a gift” (pg. 159). Belk 

(1976; 1979) corroborates this assertion in his studies which show that “projection of an 

ideal self-concept takes precedence over the giver’s actual self-concept and his/her 

perceptions of the recipient when the giver makes his/her gift selection”. Once an 

individual invests energy and cognitive resources in choosing a gift, the item becomes 

"charged" with the energy of that giver and thus, serves as an effective reminder to the 

recipient of the identity of the giver and his/her sentiments towards the recipient (Belk 

1976). In sum, a gift becomes the “container for the being of the donor, who gives a 

portion of that being to the recipient” (Sherry 1983).  
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 While some givers may deliberately choose an item to remind the recipient of 

their identity via a self-reflective gift, others may unintentionally buy a self-signaling gift 

due to his/her conflation of the recipient’s preferences with their own. According to 

LeRouge and Warlop (2006) when predicting a close friend’s preferences, givers often 

ignore explicit information about the recipient’s tastes and rely on more intimate 

information that is often found to be invalid or irrelevant.  The authors find that when 

predicting recipient’s product attitudes, givers use their own preferences as a guide for 

what the recipient desires resulting in the choice of a self-reflective gift rather than an 

item that matches the recipient’s preferences.   Further, self-expressive gifts are likely to 

be perceived by the recipient as insensitive when they are congruent with the giver's self-

image but incongruent with the recipient’s tastes and preferences. While a self-expressive 

gift is certain to remind the recipient of the individual who gave it to him/her the gift, the 

choice of  a self-reflective gift may result in offending the recipient if it shows a lack of 

understanding or consideration of his/her preferences.  

Relationship-signaling Gifts 

 While some givers choose a gift that is infused with their own identity, others opt 

to give an object that represents the relationship between giver and recipient. The role of 

gifts in signaling relational intimacy has been discussed in past work on gift giving. For 

example, Belk (1979) proposed that “establishing, defining and maintaining interpersonal 

relationships” are major social functions of gift giving. Sherry (1983) presented similar 

thoughts in his discussion of the social dimensions of gift giving; he noted gift giving to 

be a reflection of social integration. Wolfinbarger (1990) corroborated that the gift giver 
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communicates the importance of the relationship to the recipient via the signals implied 

by the gift. Finally, research by Rucker et al (1991) indicates that an object is considered 

a “good gift” if it represents the giver’s commitment to the relationship. In sum, much of 

the extant gift literature indicates that the choice of a gift (versus other purchases) is 

unique as a symbolic communication by which givers express their personal feelings and 

beliefs about the importance and the intimacy of their relationship to the recipient.  

 There are a myriad of ways that a giver may choose a gift that signals the 

relational intimacy between him/herself and the recipient.  For instance, the giver may 

take an active role in choosing a gift which demonstrates the effort s/he put forth in 

making the choice (Belk 1976). Alternatively, s/he may select an object that reminds the 

recipient of their past shared experiences (Baxter 1987). Another option is for the giver to 

choose a gift that illustrates that s/he understands and can predict the preferences of the 

recipient (Prendergast and Stole 2001). Belk explains that the giver’s attentiveness to the 

recipient’s particular needs and wishes is displayed in an object that is uniquely 

appropriate to the individual for whom it is being purchased (Belk 1996). Indeed, he 

indicates that recipients must not make their desires too transparent by asking for a 

certain gift as ideally the giver can “infer the recipient’s fondest desires without needing 

to be told” which demonstrates the depth of  his/her understanding and empathy with the 

recipient (Belk 1996). Camerer (1988) gives an example of this phenomenon when he 

writes, “when my friend surprises me with an obscure Hüsker Dü recording, he reveals 

his knowledge of my tastes.”  Thus, as these authors observe, a gift is a physical 

expression from a giver to the recipient that shows s/he is attuned to the recipient’s tastes 

and as such, is an intimate friend.  
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Identity and Relational Signaling Influence on Choice 
As we have discussed, givers are motivated to signal their own identity to the 

recipient as well as the relational closeness between them when choosing a gift. Despite 

the fact that a gift registry enables a giver to choose accurately, a giver who is 

endeavoring to choose a gift that fulfills the goals of relational or self-signaling is likely 

to make a free choice even if s/he risks choosing the wrong item. 

 To examine how actual gift givers manage such a tradeoff, we conducted a 

qualitative investigation of these decision processes with eight gift givers between 

the ages of 25 – 44 of both genders who had recently chosen a gift from a registry 

for a friend. Each interview centered on the discussion on how s/he approaches 

gift giving and his/her experiences choosing from a registry.   

 The givers acknowledged that they faced tradeoffs between gift-giving 

motivations: 

[Participant 8, aged 33, female] I have this debate with myself like “oh, should I buy 
something I personally like or forget about what I like and try to remember what they 
like”…It’s sort of like a little personal sacrifice you make for your friend to be happy. 

[Participant 1, aged 33, female] I bought a cousin this horrible bedspread she wanted. It 
went against my ‘no bedding’ rule and the thing was just ugly. I just couldn’t even think 
about it and I just reminded myself that it was something she wanted and that I didn’t 
have to put it on my bed. And I kept thinking I should send something to go with it that 
was actually nice. 

[Participant 5, aged 44, female] Buying a gift that the receiver will like is really important 
to me, of course!  But, I’m not going to give something that I don’t like either. I might as 
well just give money then. 
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The general sentiment across the interviewees was that they were highly 

motivated to choose items that they personally liked and were expressive of the 

relationship between them and the recipient.  

Some givers seemed to be especially motivated to choose an item that expressed 

their own preferences and identity:  

[Participant 1, aged 33, female] I really don’t feel comfortable giving something that 
doesn’t reflect my personality.  I don’t think that’s what a gift is – it should be at least 
partially something that you like yourself.  

[Participant 2, aged 32, female] I generally want to choose something that I love too. 

[Participant 3, aged 26, male] I bought off the registry for my best friend last year – I had 
to buy a place setting and it was SO ugly.  And then I felt embarrassed to give it to him... 
it felt kind of weird to give him that place setting because it’s not a real manly gift and it 
was ugly. You want to give something that they like but I usually try to get something 
that I would like too. 

[Participant 6, aged 33, female] I don’t want to give something that I don’t like – it 
doesn’t seem like it fits the bill of a gift, if I hate it, you know? 

 Other givers were more inclined to purchase items that signaled relational 

intimacy between the two people by choosing an item that would remind the recipient of 

their past experiences together or a gift that explicitly indicated the giver’s ability to 

choose something that would match his/her tastes:  

[Participant 4, aged 27, female] I always try to buy the wine glasses. I like to buy a gift 
that’s fun and reminds my friend of what we do together. 

[Participant 6, aged 33, female] I think I bought her a wine decanter. I think I bought her 
that because we drink wine together… a lot!  

 Moreover, givers expressed deep discomfort when they recalled circumstances or 

social obligations that forced them choose items they did not feel were relationally 

reflective:  
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[Participant 1, aged 33, female] I bought a friend of mine a toaster and it was 
embarrassing sort of. I felt like it was totally not reflective of what I wanted to get her… 
it was weird to buy someone you care about something as innocuous as a toaster. And I 
didn’t really feel like the gift told her anything about how I felt.  

[Participant 5, aged 27, female] It’s kind of weird and uncomfortable to give a close 
friend something that seems so unrelated to your friendship. 

 Interestingly, givers distinguished between how they dealt with this tradeoff when 

making a choice for a close (vs. distant) friend: 

[Participant 5, aged 27, female] A few times I’ve gotten to a friend’s registry and just 
hated everything. When it’s someone I don’t know that well, I just buy something and 
grin and bear it. But if it’s a close friend, then I’m more likely to just choose something 
that’s not on the registry. I really can’t imagine buying something from a registry for a 
close friend that didn’t feel personal. 

[Participant 2, aged 32, female] If I can’t stand what they have [on registry], I sometimes 
just buy a gift not on the registry. But usually I only “go rogue” when the person is a 
really close friend that it’s worth me spending all this extra time.   
 

 The statements in the interviews clearly attest that givers value giving items that 

please the recipient but are resistant to purchasing something that is at odds with their 

self-expressive and relationship-signaling goals. However, givers acknowledge that these 

conflicts are easier to resolve when they are purchasing for an individual who they have 

less of a desire to express themselves to (i.e. a distant friend). See Appendix G for full 

transcripts of the interviews.  

The Role of Social Closeness in Gift Choices 
 The moderating role of social closeness in gift giving is well-established (Komter 

and Vollebergh 1997; Belk 1976; Sherry 1983); we contend that the gift strategy the 

giver selects (i.e. to choose from the gift registry or reject the registry in favor of a freely 

chosen gift) depends on the nature of the relationship that s/he has with the recipient. 
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Social interconnectedness between givers and recipients has been linked to investment of 

time and effort in shopping for gifts (Belk 1976, Sherry 1983), selection strategies (Joy 

2001; Otnes et al. 1993), monetary expenditures (Caplow 1982), and the significance of 

the gift as a barometer of relationship health and quality (Camerer 1988; Joy 2001; Ruth, 

Otnes and Brunel 1999). Together, these studies show that givers are attuned to the social 

and interpersonal expectations that underlie gift exchanges and calculate their strategies 

to demonstrate appropriate acknowledgment of social ties and relationship strength.  

 However, despite their access to recipients’ preferences, there is ample evidence 

that people fail to properly predict a familiar recipient’s product attitudes despite 

extensive information they possess about this individual (Gershoff and Johar 2006; 

Marks and Miller 1987; Aron et al. 1991).  Lerouge and Warlop (2006) demonstrated this 

by having couples predict their partner’s (vs. a stranger’s) preferences. After each 

prediction, the partner's (vs. stranger’s) actual preference was revealed, so as the study 

progressed, presumably each participant would better understand his or her partner's 

preference, and gradually make better predictions. The results revealed the opposite 

finding: participants were better at predicting the stranger’s tastes than their partner’s 

tastes. Further, the accuracy of their predictions of their partners’ tastes depended on the 

congruence between their own tastes and those of their partner rather on their 

understanding of their partner’s tastes. 

 In sum, despite the enriched information that close (vs. distant) friends have about 

one another, they are not accurate predictors of each other’s preferences but remain 

convinced that they will choose a gift that will please their close friend. As a result of this 
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misguided confidence, givers who are selecting a gift for a close (vs. distant) friend are 

more likely to select a free choice gift in order to demonstrate their social intimacy to 

their gift recipient. 

II.2 Hypotheses 
 Our main thesis centers on the idea that when givers are choosing for a close (vs. 

distant) friend they are more likely to feel motivated to express their own identity or 

signal the intimacy of the relationship via the gift that s/he chooses. In an effort to do so, 

the giver is likely to reject the gift registry and instead opt for his/her own freely chosen 

gift which accomplishes these objectives.  However, oftentimes givers fail to properly 

predict a close friend’s product attitudes despite extensive information they possess about 

this individual. Accordingly, we hypothesize that: 

H1: When choosing a gift for a close (vs. distant) friend, the giver 

   will be more likely to reject the recipient’s explicit   

  preferences denoted on the registry and instead freely chose a 

  gift. 

Further, we hypothesize that:   

H2: The giver’s motivation in rejecting the recipient’s explicit 

preferences denoted on the registry and freely choosing a gift for a 

close (vs. distant) friend is to: 

 H2A: express his/her own identity via the gift choice  

 H2B: signal the intimacy of relationship between giver and 

recipient 
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Given that the gift giver is likely to reject the explicit preferences of the recipient in favor 

of a gift of their own choosing, we suggest a corollary hypothesis to H1: 

H3:  When choosing a gift for a close (vs. distant) friend, the giver 

will be more likely to give the recipient a less liked gift.  

Description of Studies 
 In three studies, we examine these hypotheses. In our first study we find that 

givers choosing for a close (vs. distant) recipient are less likely to choose the recipient’s 

expressed preferred item if there is another item that is more preferred by the giver (H1, 

H2A, and H3). In Study 2A, we further disentangle why close friends diverge from the 

registry and determine that their motive to relationally signal rather than express their 

own identity primarily drives them to reject the registry in favor of a free choice (H2B). 

Finally, in Study 2B, we replicate the results of study 2A to confirm givers’ motives to 

relationally signal (vs. the giver’s desire to purchase the recipient’s most preferred item) 

drives their rejection of  the registry (H2B).  
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II.3 Study 1 
 In our first study, we endeavored to create a realistic gift choice scenario in which 

givers would choose a gift for a person they knew and had an existing relationship with. 

We exposed participants to actual products and had them select a gift for the recipient’s 

upcoming work anniversary.  

METHOD 

Experimental Design 
 Seventy participants participated in the experiment in return for snacks and a 

chance to win a lottery. The participant population was comprised of staff members of a 

large southwestern business school.  

  In order to explore how givers differentially select gifts for close (vs. distant) 

recipients, we created a gift scenario in which each participant would act as a gift giver 

and select a gift for someone s/he knew in a professional setting. In order to guarantee 

that the giver would know the recipient, we identified an individual from each department 

that everyone in that department knew and designated this person as the gift recipient. 

Participants rated the target gift recipient on 1 – 7 scales on how close they felt to the 

person (not at all close / very close). Thus, relationship closeness between giver and 

recipient was measured and varied on an individual basis.  

 Participants were presented with a scenario in which they were told to imagine 

that they were shopping for the recipient as s/he was celebrating a work anniversary and 

had decided to purchase a desk lamp for the recipient as a gift. They were shown the 

three lamps that were pre-tested prior to the study with a group of similar participants.  
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Pretest  
 Two of the lamps (Lamp X and Lamp Y) were pre-tested as equally liked on a 1 

to 7 likert scale (strongly dislike/ strongly like) (MLampX = 4.5 vs MLampY =4.72, F(1, 12) 

= .33, p < .53). The third lamp (Lamp A) was significantly less liked than the other two 

(MLampA = 2.27, F(1, 12) = 3.73, p < .0001).  

Procedure 
 The participants were told that prior to the experiment the recipient had rated each 

of the three lamps as either “good” or “excellent”.  Givers were given these ratings so 

they had full information about the recipient’s preferences. Lamp A (pre-tested as least 

liked by the givers) was explicitly designated by the recipient as “excellent” and the other 

two lamps (Lamp X and Lamp Y which were pre-tested as more liked by the givers) were 

rated by the recipient as “good”. Hence, the recipient preferred Lamp A to Lamps X and 

Y. We then asked them to select one of the lamps to give as a gift to the recipient.  

 Thus, the study set up purposely pits the recipients’ most preferred the lamp 

against the giver’s most preferred lamp. The intention of this study setup is for 

participants to weigh the recipient’s explicitly preferred gift against their own preference 

for the other lamps. The stimuli used for this study is in Appendix H. 

Results 
 The results of Study 1 confirm H1 that when givers are choosing for a close (vs. 

distant) recipient, they will be more likely to diverge from recipients’ expressed lamp 

preference and instead opt for one of their own preferred lamps. Specifically, a logistic 

regression reveals a main effect of social closeness on givers’ likelihood to choose Lamp 

A (χ2 = 9.4, p< .002) such that those who indicated a closer relationship to the recipient 
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were more likely to choose lamps X & Y (i.e. 31% of close friends vs. 5% of distant 

friends) which the recipient explicitly indicated liking less than Lamp A.  Further, in 

support of H3, these results suggest that those who are closest to recipient are more likely 

to purchase a gift that is less preferred by the recipient but more preferred by the giver. 

Figure 6 illustrates the main effect of social closeness on his/her gift choice. 

Discussion 

 Experiment 1 provides initial support that gift givers who are shopping for a close 

recipient are more inclined to ignore his/her explicit preferences and choose a gift that 

they personally prefer. As predicted, this gift choice resulted in the purchase of an item 

that is less preferred by the recipient according to his/her original ratings (H3). There are 

two potential explanations for why close givers did not choose recipients’ less preferred 

items. On one hand, givers could be signaling the intimacy of the relationship by 

choosing an item they felt would be more liked by the recipient than the item that s/he 

purported to prefer. An alternative explanation is that the givers selected a free choice gift 

that matches his/her own preferences in order to express his/her own preferences and 

identity.   

 In the following study, we further disentangle givers’ motivations by 

manipulating social closeness of givers and recipients by providing the recipients’ taste 

information to the giver to mimic the intimate knowledge a close friend would have about 

someone s/he was purchasing for. We also construct the gift choice set such that we can 

infer giver motivation based on product choice.  
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Altruistic Giving 
 Altruistic behavior is defined as demonstrating a quality of “unselfish regard for 

or devotion to the welfare of others” (Webster’s Online Dictionary).  The notion of 

giving altruistically has been discussed across the anthropological, sociological and 

marketing literature and is characterized as the givers’ “desire to maximize the pleasure 

of the recipient” (Sherry 1983). As opposed to more “strategically chosen” gifts intended 

to express something about the self or fulfill a social obligation, an altruistic gift’s 

exclusive aim is the well being of others (Vandevelde 2000). Indeed, prior literature 

examining givers’ underlying gifting motivations theorizes that the nearer the social 

relationship, the less a gift resembles an economic or quid pro quo transaction and the 

“purer” the feelings accompanying these gifts. Malinowski (1922) mentions as examples, 

gifts that parents give to their offspring and gifts given by marriage partners to each 

other. The author contends that the greater the emotional distance, “the less pure the 

concomitant feelings of disinterestedness, sympathy, or involvement, and the stronger the 

feelings of reciprocal obligation and quid pro quo” (Malinowski 1922).  Similarly, 

Komter and Vollerberg (1997) suggest that altruistic gifts are reserved for close kin or the 

circle of primary family relationships and are unencumbered by the giver’s agenda for a 

specific response from the recipient.  

 Thus, choosing altruistically at first appears straightforward based on the extant 

literature: givers choosing for a close friend will choose altruistically. That is, altruistic 

givers should choose an item that is most appealing to the recipient without concern for 

his/her own needs or preferences.  Further, the prior literature posits that close (vs. 

distant) friends should be more inclined to choose gifts altruistically. However the results 
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of Study 1 reveal that distant (vs. close) friends are more likely to choose the registry 

item (which they like less than the other options), thereby selecting the item that the 

recipient indicated s/he most preferred without regard for their own preferences.  

 It appears that giving altruistically is more complex than simply purchasing the 

item that would be most preferred by the recipient. We contend that givers motivated to 

make an altruistic choice for a close friend seek to imbue their gifts with relational value 

and are motivated to signal the insights they have about the recipient that informs their 

choice. While distant friends, who possess little information about the recipient’s tastes, 

may be more inclined to choose an item that they feel confident will please the recipient 

and are likely to choose a registry gift to achieve this goal, close givers have a greater 

perceived knowledge of their friends’ tastes and feel more confident in making a free 

choice of a gift that expresses their relational intimacy.  
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II.4 Study 2A 
 In Study 2A, we examine the multiple components of social closeness, altruism, 

and the giver’s knowledge of his/her friend’s tastes on his/her choice of a registry or a 

freely chosen gift.   

METHOD 

Experimental Design 
  One hundred and five undergraduate student participants chose a gift for a close 

friend in a single factor design of Altruistic Prime vs. No Prime. All participants were 

explicitly informed of the recipient’s tastes after being primed with altruism or no prime. 

We primed an altruistic gifting strategy (vs. no prime condition) to create a conservative 

test of the hypothesis. That is, we specifically examine how givers respond when they are 

predisposed put the recipient’s preferences in front of their own.  

 

Altruistic Prime 
 The altruistic prime we used is based on the extant research on the “altruistic 

personality” which indicates that individuals vary in their “disposition to be more 

compassionate and caring toward others in need of aid” (Batson 1986). According to 

Staub (1978), "a prosocial act may be judged altruistic if it appears to have been intended 

to benefit others rather than to gain either material or social rewards”. Based on this 

literature, we created a hypothetical scenario that incorporated prosocial helping behavior 

to prime participants’ altruistic motivations.  
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 The prime was a short passage describing a college student who does volunteer 

work on the weekend for Habitat for Humanity in support of the cause and for the people 

that benefit from the organization.  

Procedure 
 When participants arrived, half the participants were given the short passage 

priming altruistic tendencies in the giver, the other half of participants filled out a filler 

questionnaire probing their food preferences. Prime condition participants subsequently 

answered three questions regarding the student’s inclination to help on 1 – 7 likert scales: 

“Why is the student volunteering?” (to help others/to help himself), “Do you think that 

John puts others’ needs in front of his own?” (absolutely not/absolutely yes) and “How 

likely do you think it is that John would volunteer for another charity?” (very unlikely/ 

very likely). See Appendix I for the prime scenario.  

 The next phase of the study instructed participants to fill out an ostensibly 

unrelated questionnaire about choosing a gift for a friend who is having a housewarming 

party. Givers were also told several pieces of personal and preference information (e.g. 

extracurricular activities, interests, aesthetic tastes) about the recipient to simulate a the 

kinds of information a giver would have about a close recipient for whom s/he is 

purchasing. Participants were told that the recipient went through “a long search for the 

apartment and was happy s/he found such a historic apartment with lots of classic details 

that fit her/his tastes”. They were then told to imagine going to shop for a gift for this 

individual at a local gift shop where the recipient has created a wish list.  
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Dependent Measure 
 The participant is then faced with a choice between three lamps, each of which 

represents different aesthetic styles: classic, modern and plain. The choice set was 

specifically designed to disentangle three motivations of the giver to 1) satisfy the 

recipient’s explicit preferences, 2) satisfy giver’s preferences, or 3) signal relationship 

intimacy.  In all conditions, the plain lamp is designated by the recipient to be on the wish 

list and the others are not on the list.  

Pretest 
 Pretests confirm that the registry plain lamp is moderately liked by the givers  

(MRegistry Lamp =3.5  vs MModern Lamp 5.2, t(49) = -4.25, p < .0001) (MRegistry Lamp =3.5 vs 

MClassic Lamp 2.8, t(49) = 3.67, p < .0006)  and is judged to be a moderately good match 

with the recipient’s classic tastes (MRegistry Lamp =3.7 vs MModern Lamp 2.0, t(49) = -8.17, p < 

.0001) (MRegistry Lamp =3.7 vs MClassic Lamp 4.8, t(49) = 5.87, p < .0001)  .  However, these 

data confirm that the modern lamp is the most preferred by participants (M = 5.2) but 

does not match the recipient’s tastes (M = 2.0). Finally, as the pretest confirms that the 

classic lamp is the least liked (M = 2.8) by participants but they acknowledge that the 

classic lamp is the best fit with their friend’s preferences (M = 4.8).    

Study Objective  
 Thus, this study pits participants’ preferences and recipients’ expressed 

preferences in conflict as givers know the recipient’s registry choice but personally prefer 

the modern lamp. Moreover, an added layer of complexity exists such that the recipient 

has indicated the control lamp on the wish list but the giver is aware that the recipient’s 
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tastes lean more toward the classic lamp. Full details of the stimuli can be found in 

Appendix I.  

Results 
 In order to check that the altruism prime manipulation was successful, we 

compared participants’ perception of John’s behavior against the midpoint of the scale (4) 

for the first two questions which tap at the actor’s altruism. Participants perceived John to 

be volunteering to help others (vs. himself) (significant difference from the mid-point of 

the scale (M = 3.13, SD = 1.2) t(105) = -6.57, p < .0001. Similarly, participants thought 

that John put others’ needs in front of his own significantly more than the midpoint of the 

scale ((M = 5.0, SD = 1.2) t(105) =  7.62, p < .0001). Based on these pre-test results, we 

concluded that participants perceived John to be acting significantly more altruistically 

than average.   

In order to analyze the choice data, we did a chi square goodness of fit test to 

determine if the choice share of the lamps significantly differed from one another. The 

data reveal a significant difference in the choice share of the lamps (Classic = 33% vs. 

Modern = 6% vs. Registry = 61%), χ2(2, N = 105) = 41.7, p > .0001. Further, we 

performed a chi-square test of independence to examine the relationship between the 

prime and giver’s choices and found this interaction to be significant, χ2(2, N = 105) = 

6.4, p > .03, indicating that givers chose differently when primed than under no prime.   

In order to further investigate the differences, we created planned contrasts of the 

lamp choices. First, we created a planned contrast code that compared the choice share of 

the Registry Lamp to the Classic Lamp. Specifically, we were interested in testing H2B 
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with regard to the prime; We were interested in whether the prime (vs. no prime 

condition) predicted the giver’s likelihood to choose the recipient’s explicitly preferred 

lamp (the Registry Lamp) versus one that allowed him/her to express his/her knowledge 

of the recipient’s preferences (the Classic Lamp). Using a logistic regression, we found 

that the prime does have a significant effect on choice χ2(1, N = 105) = 3.34, p > .06 such 

that in the no prime condition givers were more likely to choose the Registry Lamp 

(66%) than the Classic Lamp(23%)  χ2(1, N = 105) = 12.47, p > .0004). However, when 

givers were primed with altruism they were equally likely to choose the Registry (52%) 

as the Classic Lamp (44%), χ2(1, N = 105) = 1.44, p > .22).  

 Next, we created a planned contrast that compared the Classic lamp versus the 

Modern lamp and tested whether there was an effect of prime on lamp choice to test H2A 

vs. H2B. Specifically, we were interested in whether an individual acting altruistically is 

likely to choose a relationally-signaling rather than self-expressive gift. We found it to be 

the case, that givers exposed to the prime chose differently than those who were not χ2(1, 

N = 105) = 6.32, p > .01). Specifically, those who were primed with altruism were much 

more likely to choose the Classic Lamp (44%) which expressed relational intimacy than 

the Modern Lamp which was more self-expressive (4%), χ2(1, N = 105) = 15.6, p > 

.001).  

  The increase in the givers’ likelihood of choosing the Classic Lamp (vs. the 

Registry Lamp) when they are primed indicates that when close givers choose 

altruistically, (i.e. select the gift that they think would maximize the recipient’s 

happiness), they use their perceptions of recipients’ preferences as a guide to which item 
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to choose2 rather than the explicit preferences of the recipient. Further, the data indicates 

that givers who are motivated to choose altruistically, forgo the choice of a gift that is 

self-reflective in favor of one that is explicitly or inferred to be aligned with the 

recipient’s preferences. In figure 7A, we illustrate how the altruistic (vs. no prime) 

condition affects participants’ choice share of each gift for close friends.  

Discussion 
 These results show that the giver’s choice of a registry gift versus rejecting the 

registry gift in favor of a personally chosen gift may be guided by their desire to signal 

the intimacy of the relationship to the recipient.  It appears that givers are strongly 

predisposed to choose from the registry.  However, when givers are primed with altruistic 

motives, they appear to use their knowledge of the recipient (rather than their own 

preferences) to guide the choice (H2B). Interestingly, even in face of explicit information 

about the recipient’s preferences, givers who are motivated to choose altruistically will 

reject the registry and choose an item that they perceive to be a better fit with the 

recipient’s tastes.  

                                                           
2 We also conducted a “distant friend” condition which mimics the information discrepancy between close 
(vs. distant) friends. Participants in the distant friend condition were not aware of the recipient’s tastes and 
thus, had no way of knowing that the registry gift may not be the most appropriate gift. While in the main 
study, close friends are more likely to choose the Classic Lamp which expresses their intimacy with the 
recipient, when distant friends rejected the gift registry, they were most likely to choose the Modern Lamp 
(Close Friend: 28% vs. Distant Friend: 15%) X²(1, N = 106) = 2.25 p = .13), their own preferred item. 
Further, the data reveals that in the “distant friend” condition these main effects are not qualified by the 
prime and thus, in both prime and no prime conditions, participants’ dominant strategy was to choose the 
registry lamp (Altruistic Prime: 69% vs. No Prime: 63%), X²( 1, (N = 106) = .79 p = .37. See Figure 7B for 
results.    
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 These findings underscore that givers are sensitive to the fact that recipients 

derive utility from a gift both from its objective match to their preferences as well as its 

relational signal. Further, the data suggest that givers may infer that the relational signal 

embedded in the gift is more important to the success of the gift than the assurance of the 

match between the gift and the recipient’s preferences and as such, diverge from the 

registry to choose an item that signals relational intimacy.   
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II.5 Study 2B 
 In our third study, using a similar procedure to study 2A, we further investigate 

givers’ objective to signal their relationship to the recipient. Although the prior studies 

indicate that givers choosing for a close recipient are especially inclined to signal 

relationship closeness with their choice of gifts, an alternative explanation may account 

for this pattern of results. Perhaps givers are not signaling relational intimacy when they 

choose a gift that matches the perceived tastes of the recipient (and reject the registry gift 

that matches the explicit preferences of the recipient), but rather, are simply choosing an 

item that better corresponds to the recipient’s known tastes.  Additionally, we investigate, 

when givers do diverge from the registry, whether they are more inclined to signal their 

own identity or the intimacy of relationship with the recipient. We can disentangle these 

motivations by varying whether the giver does (vs. does not) receive attribution from the 

recipient for the gift.  

METHOD 

Experimental Design 
  In Study 2B, we varied givers’ ability to relationally signal to the recipient by 

allowing half of the participants to reveal their identity to the recipient and having the 

other half give their gift anonymously. Using a similar procedure and stimuli to Study 

2A, eighty-three undergraduate participants chose a gift for a friend.  

 Participants were told to imagine that they would be exchanging gifts for an 

upcoming holiday with some friends who live far away. In order to streamline the gifting 

process, participants were informed that they would use a “Secret Santa” paradigm in 

which each giver was assigned to one recipient and thus, each person only gives one gift. 
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The participants were instructed that they would use a website called Elfster.com which 

automates the Secret Santa process by assigning each friend his/her Secret Santa. 

Participants were told Elfster helps with the gifting process by aiding in the assignment 

and communication of who each person has to choose a gift for and delivering the item.  

 In the Relationship Signaling condition, participants were told that after the gifts 

are given, Elfster would reveal their identity to the recipient. Our objective in telling the 

giver this information was to remind the giver that s/he would receive attribution from the 

recipient for having chosen a well-liked gift. Conversely, participants in the No 

Relationship Signaling condition were told that Elfster would keep their identity a secret 

from the recipient. By providing this information to the givers, we made it salient that 

they would not receive attribution for the gift from the recipient and thus, there was no 

mechanism for the giver to signal relational intimacy.  After reading about Elfster, 

participants were given the same information about the gift recipient and are faced with 

the same gift choices of lamps as described in Study 2A. All stimuli are displayed in 

Appendix J.  

Results 
In order to analyze the choice data, we did a chi square goodness of fit test to 

determine if the choice share of the lamps significantly differed from one another. The 

data reveals a significant difference in the choice share of the lamps (Classic = 28% vs. 

Modern = 8.5% vs. Registry = 63%), χ2(2, N = 82) = 38.1, p > .0001. The data indicates 

that the choice share is not evenly distributed across the choices.  Further, we performed 

a chi-square test of independence to examine the relationship between giver’s choices and 
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whether their identities are revealed (vs. remain anonymous) and found this relationship 

to be significant, χ2(2, N = 82) = 7.2 p > .03, indicating that givers chose differently 

when the giver’s identity was disclosed to the recipient.  

 Using planned contrasts, we performed logistic regression to investigate these 

findings in more depth and to determine what drives the differences in the choice share of 

each lamp.  First, we tested a contrast code that compared the choice of the Registry 

Lamp to the Classic Lamp so that we could test whether participants’ ability to 

Relationship Signal (vs. remain anonymous) affected their gift choices X²(1, N = 83) = 

4.03 p = .04). When we look specifically at the condition in which the giver’s identity 

was to remain anonymous, the data reveals that givers are much more likely to choose the 

Registry Gift (73%) than the Classic Lamp (15%),  X²(1, N = 83) = 14.8, p = .001. 

However, in the condition which givers’ identities are revealed, the data indicates that 

givers were equally likely to choose from the registry (55%) as to choose the classic lamp 

(40%), X²(1, N = 83) = 2.7, p = .10. This indicates that when givers get credit for their 

gift, they are more likely to choose the Classic Lamp which allows them to indicate their 

intimacy with the recipient.  In other words, when givers receive credit for their choice 

from f the recipient, they were more inclined to reject the registry and make a choice that 

indicates their knowledge of the recipient’s tastes than when they will not receive the 

attribution for the gift. Further, the fact that givers are more likely to choose the Classic 

Lamp when their identity is known confirms that givers are strategically signaling 

relational intimacy rather than simply choosing a gift that appears to be a better match to 

the recipient’s preferences. This finding confirms H2B that when givers make a choice of 
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a free choice (vs. registry gift), they are motivated to indicate to the recipient that they 

have an intimate knowledge of his/her preferences and thus, a close relationship.  

 Next, we created a planned contrast code which compared the giver’s choice of 

the Modern Lamp (the gift that allows the giver to signal his/her own identity) versus the 

Classic Lamp to test H2A and H2B. We find that whether participants had the ability to 

signal their relationship by revealing their identity (vs. remain anonymous) affected their 

gift choices X²(1, N = 83) = 6.7, p = .009. Specifically, the pattern of data show that when 

givers reveal their identities to the recipient, they are far more likely to choose the 

relationally signalling Classic Lamp (40%) than the identity-signalling Modern Lamp 

(5%), X²(1, N = 83) = 17.2, p = .0001 confirming H2B. On the other hand, when the 

giver’s identity remains anonymous, givers are equally likely to choose the Classic Lamp 

(15%) vs. the Modern Lamp (13%) X²(1, N = 83) = 1.1, p = .19 indicating that when they 

will not recieve attribution (and therefore can not signal relational closness) givers are 

motivated to choose identity-expressive gifts.  In figure 8, we illustrate how the identity 

reveal (vs. anonymous) condition affects participants’ choice share of each gift for their 

close friends.  

Discussion 
 We conclude that these stark differences in givers’ gift choices when their identity 

is known versus unknown to the recipient are due to the givers’ desire to signal 

relationship closeness to the recipient rather than to seek a gift that is a better match with 

the recipient’s preferences. Further, they accomplish this goal by rejecting the registry 

gift in favor of a free choice in order to indicate they have dedicated their cognitive 
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resources towards choosing a gift that is expressive of the intimacy between the giver and 

recipient. On the other hand, givers who would remain anonymous had no incentive to 

put in the extra search costs and effort and deferred to the registry gift. These findings 

support our original explanation of why givers are motivated to find a gift that fits their 

perceptions of the recipient’s preferences; givers use gifts as a mode of communication 

and presenting a gift that matches the recipient’s preferences confirms in both parties’ 

eyes, the intimacy between giver and recipient.  
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II.6 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 In these three studies, we explore how gift-givers manage their often-

opposing motivations to please the recipient, choose something self reflective, and 

signal their relational intimacy during gift exchange. In Study 1, we determine 

that close (vs. distant) givers are most likely to ignore recipients’ explicit 

preferences in order to fulfill their own expressive needs. As a result, givers were 

more likely to give less liked gifts to their close (vs. distant) friends. In Study 2A, 

we examine givers’ motivation to make a free choice and find that when a giver 

chooses freely, s/he strategically selects an item that s/he believes will carry a 

strong relationship signal to the recipient rather than an item that is self-reflective. 

Finally, in Study 2B, we rule out the alternative explanation that the giver is 

simply opting for an item that s/he perceives to be a better match with the 

recipient’s preferences. Indeed, givers are much more likely to select free choice 

gifts when they are certain they will receive credit for the item. These studies 

provide insight into the paradox of gift giving that well-intentioned givers are 

more likely to choose inappropriately for the people who matter to them most (i.e. 

their close friends), as their own needs to express themselves and the relationship 

supersede their goals of pleasing the recipient.   

 We contribute to the literature on gifting in several ways. First, we introduce the 

context of the gift registry as both a mechanism that enables givers to achieve their goal 

of accuracy and a barrier to their desires to signal their own identity and the intimacy 

between the giver and recipient. While prior literature discusses the importance givers 

place upon choosing the right gift for a close friend (Waldfogel 1993; Wooten 2000; Belk 
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1996), we show that givers are most accurate when choosing for distant recipients rather 

than their close friends, the people they feel most motivated to choose the “perfect gift” 

for.   

 Further, we shed some light on one of the key underlying motivations driving 

givers to reject the explicit preferences of the recipient in favor of gifts they feel carry a 

stronger signal: altruism. The extant literature conceptualizes altruistic giving as a selfless 

act in which the giver is only concerned with the recipient’s preferences (in Komter and 

Vollebergh 1997; Sherry 1983). However, we show that individuals attempting to choose 

altruistically may diverge from recipients’ explicit tastes and instead choose an item that 

expresses the giver’s knowledge of the recipient’s preferences (but does not indicate that 

the giver honored the recipient’s expressed desires).  

 The results of the current studies indicate that the taste information that givers 

have about the recipient may influence what signal they are motivated to express with the 

gift. Our studies indicate that givers use recipients’ taste information (when they have 

access to it) to inform their free choice gifts but may rely on their own preferences when 

they do not have such information.  Specifically, in Study 1, when givers did not have 

access to recipient’s tastes (as well as in the “distant friend” condition of study 2A), 

givers were most likely to diverge from the registry to an item that they preferred and 

expressed their own identity to the recipient. However, in Study 2A when givers were 

informed of the recipient’s taste information (i.e. the recipient’s classic tastes), they were 

more likely to choose to signal relational closeness with the choice of an item that 

embodied those tastes, rather than choosing an item that was self-expressive. Taken 

together, these results indicate that the taste information the giver has about the recipient 
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in the particular domain s/he is purchasing in my also affect his/her choice for that 

person. However, such information does not assure the giver of choosing an item that the 

recipient prefers.  

 We would like to acknowledge that the studies presented do have some important 

limitations. First, we find that in studies 2A and 2B givers’ choice of relationally 

signaling gifts dominates their choice of identity expressive gifts when givers are aware 

of recipient’s tastes. However, givers should be more likely to choose items that are 

identity expressive as it is difficult for them to discern the differences between their tastes 

and their close friends’ tastes (Warlop and Lerouge 2006). This finding may be a result of 

the way we simulated close friendship (via information) rather than by manipulating the 

particular person whom the giver was giving the gift too.  

 A second limitation is the product domain (i.e. lamps) that the givers were 

choosing from. Although we chose this domain on purpose so that participants 

would not have pre-established preferences that would influence their choices, it 

also is a low involvement product category and as such, may deter participants 

from making identity expressive choices.  

 Given the results from the studies to date, one question that arises is how 

recipients will respond to these choices.  Authors Gino and Flynn (2010) find that 

recipient’s like non-registry gifts less than those they have explicitly chosen. However, 

one might conjecture that recipients would find a freely chosen gift objectively less 

appealing but value it more because it’s a reminder of a close friend. In other words, they 

would value the relational signal embedded in the item. We are currently in the process of 
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conducting a final study that captures both sides of the giving dyad: we examine when 

givers make free choices and recipients’ responses to these choices.   

 We created a gift scenario in which half the participants would act as a gift giver 

and half as gift recipients. In order to manipulate the social closeness between the giver 

and recipient, we asked each of the recipients to identity their three closest friends in the 

group.  We used this information to match half of the recipients with givers who were 

among their three closest friends and the other half with givers that were not among the 

recipients’ three closest friends. Thus, relationship closeness between giver and recipient 

varied based on the recipient’s assessment of their relationship.   

 First, all recipients were told to imagine that they were creating a gift registry for 

an upcoming birthday party. They were then presented with a list of products from three 

different product categories (clocks, lamps and frames) and told to rate each product in 

the category on a likert scale from 1 (strongly dislike) to 10 (strongly like).  Recipients 

were then instructed to circle their most preferred product in each category which will be 

added to their registry.  

 After a twenty-four hour time period, the givers were sent an email and told to 

imagine that they were shopping for the birthday party of one of the members of their 

group. Each giver was told the name of the person they were shopping for and the item 

for which she had registered. Givers were then told to go to an online shopping page in 

which they had five product choices, one of which was the product registered for by the 

recipient. Givers then chose a gift for the recipient and filled out an assessment of their 

social closeness to the recipient on a 1 (very distant) to 10 (very close) likert scale.  
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 Finally, we contacted the recipients a second time and alerted them to what the 

giver had chosen for them for their hypothetical birthday party. We asked them to 

imagine actually receiving the gift and to assess their feelings about the gift and the giver.  

They indicated their satisfaction with the gift  (not at all/ very much), their liking for the 

item (strongly dislike/ strongly like), their felt closeness to their friend that chose the gift 

(distant friend/ close friend) and whether the gift they received made them feel closer or 

more distant from the giver (more distant/more close). 

 Currently, we are in the initial stages of collecting data.  We hope to find that the 

results of this study corroborate our hypotheses that close friends are motivated to choose 

gifts that express the extra effort and time put into the choice and as such, their relational 

intimacy (H2B). However, these efforts result in the recipient’s dissatisfaction with the 

item (H3).  

The findings of the studies in this research provide some direction for future 

inquiry. Given the differences in giver’s intentions and recipient’s perceptions, it might 

be interesting to see how receiving a freely chosen gift impacts the recipient’s self-

perception and perception of the giver. Schwartz (1967) noted that the characteristics of 

the gift itself also act as a powerful statement of the giver's perception of the recipient. He 

also suggested that acceptance of a particular gift constitutes an acknowledgment and 

acceptance of the identity that gift is seen to imply. Given this contention, it might be 

interesting to explore whether receiving a less liked or less identity-reflective gift cause 

the recipient to question his/her own tastes or the alternatively, the closeness of the 

relationship with the giver. A second avenue for future research is how the recipient’s 
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registry items influence the giver’s subsequent choices. Many of individuals we 

interviewed indicated that they actually used the recipient’s tastes (as displayed on the 

registry) to inform their free choice, however, LeRouge and Warlop (2006) suggest that 

close givers have difficulty choosing items for their close friends that are not self-

reflective. It would be interesting to investigate whether the freely chosen items are 

actually more reflective of the giver or the recipient after the giver is fully informed of 

what the recipient desires.  

  This research has important implications for retail practice. Retailers interested in 

marketing their registries should be aware of which kinds of customers will be responsive 

to the gift registry. While distant friends might like the ease and assurance of the gift 

registry, close friends and relations are less likely to use a registry when shopping for a 

gift. Also, given the insight that givers choosing a gift for a friend are looking for a 

product to signal social closeness, gift recipients should be cognizant of the items they 

include on registries. They may have a higher chance of receiving a product they have 

registered for if the item carries a relational signal. For instance, close givers appear to 

want to choose items that mark a significant element of the relationship. To capitalize on 

their preferences, givers might include personal items (e.g. a favorite book, products 

related to a favorite activity) versus items that seem impersonal (e.g. homewares, kitchen 

products) on their registries.   
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CONCLUSION 
 In conclusion, our research investigates, in the context of gift registries, how 

givers manage their competing motivations of choosing a pleasing item versus one that is 

expressive of the relationship. When choosing for a close friend, givers are more likely to 

reject the registry in favor of making a free choice that signals their own identity or the 

relational intimacy between the giver and recipient. Further, we add to the literature by 

showing that the results of the decision to make a free choice is that givers often choose 

less liked gifts for their close friends, the people who they are most concerned with 

preserving a relationship with.  Interestingly, the findings of these studies imply that 

while gift registries are a growing venue to purchase gifts from, this growth may be 

coming at the cost of personal intimacy between giver and recipient. As givers purchase 

from registries to conform to social conventions, they are no longer able to signal self and 

relationship messages to the recipient.    
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FIGURES 
 

FIGURE 1:  INTERACTION OF SOCIAL CLOSENESS AND IDENTITY 
CONGRUENCE ON PRODUCT DISTANCE FROM PARTICIPANT 
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FIGURE 2A:  REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF PRE- VERSUS POST-
EXPERIMENTAL IDENTITY MEASURE (STUDY 2A) 
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FIGURE 2B:  COUNTS OF CODED IDENTITY THREAT STATEMENTS (STUDY 
2A) 

   Identity Threat Condition     

  N Explicit Dislike Unattributed Dislike Unease TOTAL 
Close Friend 18 5 4 9 10* 56% 

Distant Friend 18 0 2 2 4 22% 

             

   Identity Verifying Condition     

  N Explicit Dislike Unattributed Dislike Unease TOTAL 
Close Friend 18 2 1 0 3 17% 

Distant Friend 18 2 3 0 5 28% 
             
 ** The total is a count of people who indicate at least one of the coded thoughts; since 

participants often mention many of these thoughts, the counts do not always sum to the 
total  

 

 

FIGURE 2C:  OF SOCIAL CLOSENESS AND IDENTITY CONGRUENCE ON 
PARTICIPANTS’ EXPRESSIONS OF THREAT (STUDY 2A) 
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FIGURE 3:  INTERACTION OF SOCIAL CLOSENESS AND IDENTITY 
CONGRUENCE ON PRODUCT CHOICE OF IDENTITY VERIFYING (BUT LESS 
LIKED) PRODUCT (STUDY 2B) 
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FIGURE 4:  INTERACTION OF IDENTITY CONGRUENCE AND TASK ORDER 
ON DEPENDENT VARIABLES (STUDY 2C- CLOSE FRIEND ONLY) 

  Dependent Variable: Experiment ID Measure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Dependent Variable: Choice of Identity Verifying Product 
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FIGURE 5:  OF SOCIAL CLOSENESS AND IDENTITY CONGRUENCE ON 
PRODUCT CHOICE OF IDENTITY VERIFYING (BUT LESS LIKED) SUBTLE 
PRODUCT CHOICE (STUDY 3) 
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FIGURE 6: SOCIAL CLOSENESS ON GIFT CHOICE OF GIVER’S PREFFERED 
GIFT  (STUDY 1)  
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 FIGURE 7A: CLOSE FRIEND CONDITION:  THE EFFECT OF AN ALTRUISTIC 
(VS. NO PRIME) CONDITION ON GIVERS’ CHOICE OF RECIPIENT’S 
EXPLICITLY PREFERRED GIFT VS. IDENTITY OR RELATIONALLY 
SIGNALING GIFT (STUDY 2A) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 7B: DISTANT FRIEND CONDITION:  THE EFFECT OF AN ALTRUISTIC 
(VS. NO PRIME) CONDITION ON GIVERS’ CHOICE OF RECIPIENT’S 
EXPLICITLY PREFERRED GIFT VS. IDENTITY OR RELATIONALLY 
SIGNALING GIFT (STUDY 2A) 
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FIGURE 8: CHOICE SHARE OF GIFTS IN IDENTITY REVEAL (VS NO IDENTITY 
REVEAL) CONDITION (STUDY 2B) 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: Essay I, Study 1 Stimuli 
Threatening (vs. Affirming) Registry for Close (vs. Distant) Friend 

DV: Physical Distance 

(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 
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(9) 

 

Participant picks up mug and walks with 
it to a different table 

 

 

 

(10) 

 

(11) 

 

(12) 

(13) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(14) 
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(15) (16) 
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APPENDIX B: Essay I, Study 2A Stimuli 

Threatening (vs. Affirming) Registry for a Close (vs. Distant) Friend 

DV: Identity Affiliation 

 

Part 1: Identity Affiliation 

 

Online Survey Conducted 1 Week Prior to Study 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) 

 

Part 2: Gift Choice 

(2) (3) 
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Verifying Condition  

(5) 

Threatening Condition 

(6) 

Neutral Condition 

(7) 

(8)  (9) 
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(10) (11) 

(12) 
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APPENDIX C: Essay I, Study 2A (Thought Protocols Analysis) 

Threatening (vs. Affirming) Registry for a Close (vs. Distant) Friend 

DV: Thought Protocols 

Part 1: Identity Affiliation 

 

Online Survey Conducted 1 Week Prior to Study 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) 

 

Part 2: Gift Choice 

(2) 
(3) 
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 (4) 

 

The administrator explains that the 

friend has a birthday coming up. The 

administrator asks the participant to 

walk through each gift and explain 

 

 (5) 

Threatening Condition 

(6) 

Verifying Condition 

(7) 

 (8) 

 

(9) 

Part 2
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(10) 

 

(11) 
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APPENDIX D: Essay I, Study 2B Stimuli 

Threatening (vs. Affirming) Registry for Close (vs. Distant) Friend: Product Choice 

DV: Product Choice 

 

(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 
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Threatening Condition 

(9) 

Verifying Condition 

(10) 

 

 

5 minute filler task 

(11) 

 

(12) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(13) (14) 
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(15) (16) 
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APPENDIX E: Essay I, Study 2C Stimuli 

Threatening (vs. Affirming) Registry for Close Friend 

DV: Identity Affiliation / Product Choice (order rotated) 

 

 

(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 
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Threatening Condition 

(9) 

Verifying Condition 

(10) 

(11)* (12)* 

                             * Steps 11 and 12 were rotated in order 
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(13) (14) 

(15) (16) 
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APPENDIX F: Essay I, Study 3 Stimuli 

Threatening (vs. Affirming) Registry for Close (vs. Distant) Friend: Product Choice 

DV: Product Choice 

 

Part 1: Collect political affiliation   

 

We are running a pre-test for an upcoming study. Please look at the following 
questions and put an X in the appropriate “O” that describes you  

 

1. You consider yourself: 

A. Introverted   Extroverted 

          

B. A “Do-er”  A “Thinker” 

 

C. Democrat  Republican  Independent 

 

D. A “Planner”  Spontaneous 

 

E. Street smart  Book Smart 
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Part 2: Political Gift Choice 

(1) (2) 

(3) 

 

Democrat Verify/ Republican Threat 

(4) 
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Republican Verify/ Democrat Threat 

(5) 

Republican Verify 

(6) 

Democrat Verify 

(7) 

 

 

(8) 

(9) 
(10) 
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(11) 
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APPENDIX G: Essay II, Interviews 

Full Interview Transcriptions with Gift Givers 

 

Participant 1, a 33 year old female 

Can you tell me about a time you chose a gift from the registry?  

I bought something about a month ago for my best friend, Abigail. Of course, I waited to 
go shopping so there’s like, nothing left. Usually I like to give gifts that would be 
something that I know [the recipients] wouldn’t buy themselves. I don’t want to buy 
bedding or towels – it just doesn’t seem like they’ll associate those things with me when 
they look at them later. On the other hand, since I had my own wedding, even when I 
hate everything on the registry, I buy from it anyway because I know how annoying it is 
to get something you hate and can’t return because that store doesn’t exist where you 
live. I got something from a close friend when I got married that I hated – of course it 
wasn’t from a close friend so I wouldn’t have minded returning it but then there was no 
Bloomindales where I was living so I couldn’t return it.  

What do you do when you have to choose something from the registry that you 
don’t like? 

It feels awkward to choose something you, yourself don’t like, but I end up doing it 
anyway. For example, I bought a friend of mine a toaster and it’s was embarrassing sort 
of. I felt like it was totally not reflective of what I wanted to get her. It was like, “hey, 
you should toast more, or something.” And I don’t even know if she likes toast. But that’s 
beside the point, it was weird to buy someone you care about something as innocuous as 
a toaster. And I didn’t really feel like the gift told her anything about how I felt.  

So, would you say it’s uncomfortable to buy something that you don’t like 
personally?  

I guess it shouldn’t be because the person actually picked out that thing so they want it, 
right? But yes, I guess it does feel weird because you’re the one doing to picking so… 
you want to buy something that you like too, I guess. Are you going to write that I’m a 
total narcissist in your dissertation? (laughter) 

No – not at all. But can you tell me more about what it’s like to buy something that 
doesn’t feel compatible to your identity? 

Um, it feels really uncomfortable. Like I’m giving something that I don’t believe in.. Or 
something that doesn’t really reflect my personality. I don’t know, but I really don’t feel 
comfortable giving something that’s not my taste. I don’t think that’s what a gift is – it 
should be at least partially something that you like yourself. So, I guess when I buy 
something that isn’t me, it feels weird. I don’t know how to describe it…  
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Participant 2, a 32 year old female 

Can you tell me about a time you chose a gift from the registry?  

Yes I can. I bought Vicky’s gift about a week ago. I wanted to get her something fun! I 
ended up buying her wine glasses. 

Are there some gifts that you wouldn’t have wanted to buy Vicky? 

Yes, I wouldn’t buy knives or mixing bowls… stuff like that wouldn’t work. I generally 
want to choose something that I love too.  

Are there some times when you have to choose these kinds of gifts? 

Yeah, there have been times when I’ve had to do that – if I come to the registry late in the 
game (which happens for sure – I’m always so busy that I’m like the last one to buy a 
gift). Sometimes I actually buy the gift a year after the wedding. So, yeah, I’ve had to buy 
things I hate just ‘cause I needed to get something.  

And how does it feel to buy that type of gift -- one that doesn’t match your own 
identity?  

Well, it feels bad, I guess. Like I’m getting a bad gift even though that’s what they 
wanted. I guess I feel a little uncomfortable but I don’t think a ton about it. But yeah, it’s 
kind of awkward to buy something that you look at and are like, “ugly”.  

Can you think of a time that this has happened specifically?  

Ahhh – no, not specifically but I know it’s happened. And actually, if I can’t stand what 
they have, I sometimes just buy a gift not on the registry. But usually I only “go rogue” 
when the person is a really close friend that it’s worth me spending all this extra time.  

 

Participant 3, a 26 year old male 

Can you tell me about a time you chose a gift from the registry?  

Uh yeah. I just bought Vick her engagement gift like 3 or 4 days ago. I bought her some 
candlesticks, I think. Now I think about it, I can’t remember but I think that’s what I 
bought.  

Are there some gifts that you wouldn’t have wanted to buy Vicky? 

Well, I guess I wouldn’t have bought her like, sheets or something. I don’t think that Josh 
would have felt good about thinking about ME every time they get in bed. (Laughs).  
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Yeah, so that would be weird.  

Have you ever been faced with buying a gift that just didn’t match your own 
identity… like it wasn’t your taste? 

Ummm… I think my mom asked me for perfume this year and that wasn’t like, a match 
to my identity. Is that the kind of thing you mean? 

More like, have you ever had to buy something from a gift registry that wasn’t your 
taste? Like the registrant just had very different taste than you or you didn’t feel 
like the gift reflected you?  

Well, the candlesticks weren’t exactly my taste. I guess I didn’t feel strange buying them 
though. Oh actually, I remember when I bought off the registry for my best friend Ryan 
last year -- I had to buy a place setting and it was SO ugly. Oh – I hated buying it. And 
then I felt embarrassed to give it to him. I actually considered buying something else but 
then I decided that would be too much trouble plus if he registered for it, he probably 
wants it. But yeah, it felt kind of weird to give him that place setting because it’s not a 
real manly gift AND it was ugly. You want to give something that they like but I also 
usually try to get something that I would like too. 

 

Participant 4, a 27 year old female 

Can you tell me about a time you chose a gift from the registry?  

 I always try to buy the wine glasses. I like to buy a gift that’s fun and reminds my friend 
of what we do together. The last gift I bought from a registry was a pair of champagne 
flutes. 

What do you do when wine glasses are available? 

Oh, I get really annoyed if the registry is full of things that I would never buy for my 
friend. It’s kind of weird and uncomfortable to give a close friend something that seems 
so unrelated to your friendship. I mean, who wants to give a close friend napkin rings and 
spatulas – I don’t even cook! I’ll do it if I have to because people would rather get the 
stuff they put on their registry but generally, I look for things that seem more appropriate 
coming from me 

What’s it like to have to buy something that you don’t like personally?  

I seriously hate buying something for someone that I don’t like too. I take gift giving 
really seriously actually and so I guess I kind of put myself into [the recipient’s] shoes 
and get them something I would like if I were them.  

A few times I’ve gotten to a friend’s registry and just hated everything. When it’s 
someone I don’t know that well, I just buy something and grin and bear it. But if it’s a 
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close friend, then I’m more likely to just choose something that’s not on the registry. I 
really can’t imagine buying something from a registry for a close friend that didn’t feel 
personal. Or didn’t feel like it came from me.  

That would be uncomfortable? 

Yeah – it would. For me it would anyway. I mean, if I didn’t care about the person, 
maybe it wouldn’t matter as much.  

 

 Participant 5, a 44 year old female 

Can you tell me about a time you chose a gift from the registry?  

The last gift I bought was for my niece, Kaitlyn in December. I bought her a beautiful 
place setting. She has flawless taste. I wanted her dishes for myself practically. Anyway, 
yes, that’s what I bought her. 

Well, I’m going to ask you about a situation that’s actually OPPOSITE from what 
you described. What’s it like to have to buy something that you don’t like 
personally? 

 “Buying a gift that the receiver will like is really important to me, of course! But, I’m not 
going to give something that I don’t like either. I might as well just give money then. I’ve 
had experiences where I look at the registry full of things that are either just really ugly or 
seem like terrible gifts, like fancy Tupperware or towels. If that happens I usually just 
look at the rest of the individual’s registry and make an educated guess. Like, I’ll look at 
her crystal pattern and buy her a decanter in the same pattern that she hasn’t registered for 
but that I know she’ll like.”  

Have you ever bought a gift from a registry that you didn’t like personally? 

Yes, I did for a friend’s daughter a year ago. I remember it distinctly. Everything on [the 
registry] was so expensive and I didn’t know them that well. I don’t even think I was 
invited to the wedding and I just wanted to get her a token. Anyway, i thought everything 
was just terrible but I ended up buying her some dishtowels and napkin rings. I didn’t like 
either thing and I have to admit that it made me feel odd to put my name on a card and 
send something I didn’t like. But then, I just reminded myself that it was just a token, like 
I said.  

Why do you think it’s so uncomfortable to buy something that doesn’t match your 
own preferences or identity? 

Gosh, I don’t know. I guess I don’t like to give something that feels different than my 
own tastes. Maybe because it’s hard to imagine that [the recipient] will like it if I don’t. 
[laughter]. Yeah, I really don’t know why it’s uncomfortable – but it is!  
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Participant 6, a 33 year old female 

Can you tell me about a time you chose a gift from the registry?  

I bought a gift for our friend Vicky about 2 weeks ago. I think I bought her a wine 
decanter. Isn’t it ridiculous that I can’t even remember now? I think I bought her that 
because we drink wine together… a lot!  

Have you ever bought a gift from a registry that you didn’t like personally? 

Well, sometimes that happens if there is nothing left on the registry or I don’t like 
anything. So, what I do if there’s literally nothing left is I look at what else she registered 
for and try to pick something that matches. Like, with my one friend, I looked at her 
crystal pattern and I bought something else that matched.  

I flatly refuse to buy bedding or towels. It’s too impersonal. I want to buy something that 
they wouldn’t buy for themselves and that’s not the case with either of those products. It 
has to be special.  

Have you ever been faced with a scenario in which you didn’t like the gifts on the 
registry and you bought it anyway? 

Yeah – I bought a cousin this horrible bedspread she wanted. It went against my ‘no 
bedding’ rule and the thing was just ugly. I just couldn’t even think about it and I just 
reminded myself that it was something that SHE wanted and that I didn’t have to put it on 
my bed. But yeah, it was uncomfortable to buy it, I guess. And I kept thinking I should 
send something to go with it that was actually nice.  

I’ve done that before. Like, I’ll personalize the registry gift (for instance if I bought a 
kitchen item) with my favorite recipe. I have to admit though, it has to be a good friend 
for me to go that far out of my way… 

Why do you think it’s uncomfortable to buy something like that? 

Probably because it’s not my taste and when I’m buying it I’m not really thinking that it’s 
a gift – I’m just thinking that it’s really ugly. [laughter]. No really, it’s because I don’t 
want to give something that I don’t like – it doesn’t seem like it fits the bill of a gift, if I 
hate it, you know? 

Participant 7, a 31 year old female 

 Can you tell me about a time you chose a gift from the registry?  

I just bought Vicky an engagement gift. I got the, her champagne flutes. I wanted to get 
her something that had a little more to it, rather than a random bowl…you know what I 
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mean, not too conventional. Something she wouldn’t buy herself. It needed to be a little 
different – it needed to be a little more celebratory or something? 

Have you ever bought a gift from a registry that you didn’t like personally? 

Yes – often. A specific example – oh, what’s a specific example? You have to assume 
that this is what the person chose these things so I this is what the person wants. So 
maybe there is something else I can do that would be a good gift. 

Typically, depending upon the person, and how close I am to the person. If its someone I 
don’t that well and  just needed to get them a gift, I’ll just buy them the thing I don’t like. 
If it’s a close friend, I’ll buy something else probably that’s not on the registry. 

Why do you think it’s uncomfortable to buy something like that? 

It almost feels like, counterintuitive. I wouldn’t go somewhere and pick this out as a 
present to buy for someone so why would I do it just because the person allotted these 
things?  

It doesn’t match the relationship or the person. I can’t give them something that I don’t 
think of when I think of this person. 

 

Participant 8, a 33 year old female 

Can you tell me about a time you chose a gift from the registry?  

I just bought Leila two or three sets of her silverware. I think that’s the most recent.  

Have you ever bought a gift from a registry that you didn’t like personally? 

Yes. Ummm… it would probably be just in terms, of wanting to get a “fun gift” and not 
just feels like, well, I guess I don’t like to give people pots and pans. Like, always the 
wine glasses are gone and then there are like the drudgery stuff left. And then I have this 
debate with myself like, ‘oh, should I buy something I don’t personally like or forget 
about what I like and try to remember what THEY like, I guess” 

Why do you think it’s uncomfortable to buy something like that? 

When you buy something a gift and you don’t use a registry, you try to buy something 
they would like but then when you’re on a registry it’s like things thing where you have 
to buy them these things that you would never give someone as a gift. So, yeah, usually I 
just buy the thing anyway and feel crappy about it, I guess. And then, they’re like, ‘hey 
lauren, I got that crock pot you sent. I think of you when I make chicken stew’. I’m like, 
‘awesome’. But I do believe that people actually need that stuff so I usually just get it 
anyway and forget about it.  

It’s sort of like a little personal sacrifice you make for your friend to be happy, I guess!  
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APPENDIX H: Essay II, Study 1 stimuli 

Giver vs. Recipient Preferred Gift for Close (vs. Distant) Friend 

DV: Gift Choice 

Part 1: Pre-measure of participants’ social closeness with gift recipient 1 week prior 
to study 

 

We are interested in how you relate to the people in your office. Please rate each of the people 
in your office with the following questions: 

Name:  

Do you consider this person a close, personal friend? 

Not at all             somewhat                a great deal 

1              2         3        4  5  6  7 

How often do you work with this person on projects? 

Not at all             somewhat                a great deal 

1              2         3        4  5  6  7 

At work, would you consider this person to be lower , equal or higher than you in seniority? 

Lower              equal                   higher 

1              2         3        4  5  6  7 
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(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 

(5) (6) 
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(6) (7) 
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APPENDIX I: Essay II, Study 2 Stimuli 

Gift Registry vs. Free Choice x Prime (vs. No Prime)  

DV: Gift Choice 

 
Part 1:  Prime Altruism 

Today we’re going to ask you a few questions about the following story to 
get an idea of your thoughts on volunteer work. 

John is a college student. He volunteers at Habitat for Humanity on 
Saturdays. John likes the mission of this organization, which is to provide 
simple, decent and affordable housing to low-income families around the 
world. After building some of the homes, he enjoys meeting the people 
that move into them and seeing how their lives are positively impacted by  
good living conditions.  

1. Why do you think that John is volunteering?  

To help others                    To help others and himself        To help himself 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 7 

  

2. Do you think that John puts others’ needs in front of his own?  

Absolutely Not                    Indifferent            Absolutely Yes 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 7 

 

3. How likely do you think it is that John would volunteer for another charity? 

Very Unlikely         Indifferent       _________     Very Likely 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 7 
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Part 2:  Gift Choice 

(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 

(5) (6) 
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(7) 
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APPENDIX J: Essay II, Study 3 Stimuli 

Gift Registry (vs. Free Choice) x Identity Reveal (vs. Identity Anonymous)  

DV: Gift Choice 

 

(1) (2) 

 

Identity Anonymous 

(3) 

 

Identity Reveal 

(4) 
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(5) (6) 

(7) (8) 

(9) (10) 
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